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ABSTRACT
A photonuclear reaction theory is formulated in a projection-
operator formulation. We obtain a T-Matrix describing a diredt photo-
effect and a resonance reaction. By introducing the doorway and the
secondary-doorway states, We can conveniently study the effects of
various nuclear configurations on the energy-dependence of the T-matrix.
In shell-model formulation, the doorways are taken to be one
particle-one hole states, which are constructed in Taxm-Dancoff
approximation. The secondary doorways are assumed to be three particle-
three hole states, which are constructed in the interacting-boson
approximation of Iachello and Feshbach. By mixing the doorways and
the secondary doorways, we obtain a microscopic description of the
compound states formed in the reaction. The doorways are shown to be
responsible for the gross structure of the giant-dipole resonance,
while their couplings to the secondary doorways give rise to the
intermediate structure.
The formulation is applied to the analysis of the photonuclear
cross sections of ol . ( Yn) and ( 'f, p) cross sections are
calculated. The residual nucleus is left in the ground state (1/2-)
or the third excited state (3/2-). The agreement with experimental
data is excellent, both in magnitude and in structure of the cross
sections.
The calculation evidently shows the import nce of the 3p-3h
admixture in the low-lying odd-parity states of olo. Our results give
strong support to assign electric dipole nature (El) for the resonance
states at 21, 22.2, 23, 24.2, 25.12 and 25.7 Mev.
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Chapter I Introduction
Low-energy photonuclear reactions were defined by Strauch
[ ST 53 ] to include mainly the resonance dipole absorption which results
in emmisions of protons or neutrons . Although there are many other
reactions observed , the theoretical aspect of photonuclear reactions
remains well within the above definition . Since the discovery of the
giant resonances in 1948 by Baldwin and Klaiber [ BA48 ] , a vast amount
of data have been accumulated . They are best summarized in the review
articles on the subject [ ST53 , FU62 , HA63 , BR65 , DA65 , UB69 , vo69,
and F170 I . In the following background discussion , we shall begin
with a short historical development of the theories , both macroscopic
and microscopic . We then review the data and calculations on the specific
nucleus we are interestedin: 0 .
Photonuclear giant resonance occurs in pratically all nuclei and
has very similar behavior . With increasing photon energy , one first
observes weak and very narrow magnetic levels until about 20 Mev in light
nuclei , the cross sections suddenly rises to tens or even hundreds of
milli-barns . This resonance forms a broad hump of width of several Mev
which may show considerable fine structure . Above the giant resonance ,
the cross section again falls off and show little structure . Levinger
and Bethe [ LE50 I first showed that this giant resonance was due to the
absorption of the electric dipole of (-rays , by using calculation of
sum rules
The large cross section of the giant resonances leaves no doubt
that the excitation comes about by a collective motion of the nucleus
This motion should produce as large as possible a dipole moment . The
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first theoretical interpretation of the results of Baldwin and Klaiber
was given by Goldhaber and Teller as due to a harmonic vibration of protons
against neutrons in the nucleus [ G048 I . Such vibration should have a
high energy because of the strong binding of neutrons to protons . The
breadth of the giant resonance was described as ' probably due to the
transfer of energy from the orderly vibration to other less orderly modes
of nuclear motions I . Here we have the ancient version of the modern
word : the doorway state .
A generalized Goldhaber and Teller model including collective
vibration of four fluids ( spin and isobaric spin states ) gives rise to
the usual ( Goldhaber-Teller ) isospin vibration , the spin-isospin and
the spin vibrations . The Steinwedel-Jensen collective model [ ST50 ] ,
based on the vibration of protons and neutron fluids in a rigid spherical
surface , was generalized by Danos for deformed nuclei [ DA58 I and thus
showed the splitting of the isospin giant resonance into two components
due to the two axes of the spheroidal surface . See also the work by
Okamoto [ OK56 , OK58 ] .
Le Tourneux [ LE64 I ,as well as Greiner and collaborators [
DA64 , HU651 , finally generalized the Steinwedel-Jensen model to include
the coupling of the giant dipole vibration to a slow vibration of nuclear
surface . This ' dynamic collective model ' , when applied to light nuclei ,
treats* the giant resonance as particle-hole excitations and the surface
vibration collectively . The splitting of the giant resonance in deformed
nuclei can also be shown by using the Nilsson level scheme for a deformed
harmonic-oscillator potential [ NI 55, W158 ] . Alaga [ AL57 I also showed
that the results in a deformed basis are the same as were predicted by the
collective model [ DA58 I .
- 12 -
The generator method has also been used in the discussion of
the collective dipole excitations in medium and heavy nuclei [ BA62 ]
This is the current status of the collective models . We shall now
begin to explore a seemingly opposite point of view -- the independent
particle approach .
The original independent-particle model of Wilkinson [ W157 ]
had to use effective nucleon mass in order to obtain the giant resonance
energy . This difficulty was soon overcome by the particle-hole inter-
action as introduced by Brown and Bolsterli [ BR593 . The schematic
model [ BR61 I showed that the dipole strength is concentrated in the
dipole resonance state . This state has a coherent addition of the lp-lh
configurations and can , therefore , be called the collective state . A
calculation using a more realistic nucleon-nucleon interaction was carried
out by Elliot and Flowers [ EL57 I for 016 .
It is interesting to see that the microscopic calculation in the
framework of shell model gives very similar results as those obtained by
the collective models . The shell model , moreover , describes the detail-
ed structure of the states and their energies . It also allows a calculation
of the widths of the states by using the wave functions . As up to now ,
the calculations are done by using the Tamm-Dancoff approximation [ LA64].
This model can be extended by the quasi-boson approximation CLA64 I , the
Green's function expansion [ M166 I and the time-dependent Hartree-Fock
theory [ LA64 . In the lowest order , we have the Random-lhase
Approximation [ the RPA method I . The result of Gillet and Vinh-Mau
[ G164 ] , however , showed that the RPA does not improve the description
of the T = 1 states ; we , therefore , are not concerned with the RPA
ground-state correlations hereafter
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In order to do a realistic nuclear-reaction calculation , we
have to extend the bound-state shell- model to include the continuum
spectrum . This would enable us to calculate the decay of the dipole
states . The decay of the dipole states has been investigated by many
authors [ BA 6 6 , FE 54- , LE63 , LE64 , EI64 , WE65 , BE67 , PE69 ]
The major difficulty in the continuum shell-model calculations is the
treatment of the configuration mixing between the bound and the
continuum states [ BL65 , GI65 I . This problem becomes specially acute
when the continuum contains single-particle resonances . A proper
treatment for such situation is essential in any consistent shell-model
reaction theory . We shall discuss this in details in section 3-3 C WA70].
There are several unified reaction theories based on the spirit
of shell-model theory for many-body system [ section 2-1 ] . Application
of these theories has been made to calculate the photonuclear cross
sections of 016 [ e.g. EI64 , PE69 , BU67 , BA66 , G167 , and others ]
These calculations are , however , restricted to the lp-lh configuration
only ; only a gross description of the dipole resonance can be obtained
The result of Buck and Hill [ BU67 ] has been considered as the most
sucessful calculation , which gives the gross structure of the giant
16
resonance of 0 . They employed the optical model in a coupled-channel
calculation .
Experimently we see very pronounced structure within the giant
resonance in light nuclei f see ,e.g., FU62 ] . Buck and Hill [ BU67 I
were the first who try to reproduce the fine structure by coupled-channel
approach ; their result showed no such structure . Gillet et. al. [ G1671
attempted to show the origin of these fine structures to be due to some
two particle-two hole states ; but the result showed no reconcilation of
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the theory with the experiments . These resonances are believed to have
more complicated structure . A theoretical interpretation of such
structure , therefore , remains as an important step to the understanding
of nuclear structure
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate such intermediate
structure in 016 in terms of three particle-three hole states coupled
to one particle-one hole dipole states .
For this purpose , we shall discuss the properties of 0 16in
some details . Relevant experimental data will also be reviewed .
The ground state of 016 has been shown by shell-model calculations
to contain a large component of deformed 2p-2h and 4p-4h configurations
mixed with the spherical closed-shell state [ BR66 , cE66 , FE66 , zu68 ].
Such feature has also been supported by Hartree-Fock self-consistent
calculations [ BA65 , B067 , BR67 , HA66 , KE65 , KR69 , MU67 , ST67 ]
A study based on SU3 symmetry by Brink and Nash [ BR63 , B064 ] also
showed the deformed component in the ground state .
Although the above calculations did not giveaunique quantitative
description of the ground-state correlation , they undoubtly contribute
to the fact that the deformed components are needed to explain the ground
state and the low-lying positive-parity states of 016
Based on such ground-state correlation and the structure of the
single-particle levels in 016 , it seems to be expected that the low-lying
positive-parity states are mainly of even particle-even hole configurations
and the negative-parity states are mainly of odd particle-odd hole
configurations . This statement follows naturally if we take the shell-
model space to contain the hole states in the p-shells and the particle
states in the 2s-ld shells . These are the shell-model bound states ( or
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to include the sharp resonance state 1d3/2 ) allowed in a Woods-Saxon
potential . This clear separation of the single-particle bound states
from the continuum was first used in the continuum shell-model calculations
[ BL65 , G165 I . This scheme was also used in the discussion of the
low-lying states of 016 in terms of the interacting-boson approximation
of Iachello and Feshbach [ IA69 I .
It is established by now that the dipole resonance states we are
interested in are predominantly a mixture of lp-lh and 3p-3h states ,
since the excitation by the El component of the incident f-ray forms
odd-parity J = 1 states . We shall pursue this thought further by
actually constructing the 3p-3h states and test our model by comparison
with experimental data
16
We now turn to update the experimental data on 0 . We are
mainly concerned with the photoproton and photoneutron spectrum leading
to the ground state or one of the excited state of the residual nucleus ;
N 1 and 015 respectively . Pioneer work was done by Baldwin and
Klaiber [ BA46 ], and Perlman and his collaborators [ PE48 , PE49 , LA48 ].
Giant resonances were first shown by the experiment of Baldwin and Klaiber
[ BA48 I . Since then , there has been great progress in various photo-
nuclear reactions .
The giant resonance soon was shown to contain several interme-
diate structures . These experiments include photon absorption [ BU63 ,
D067 I , photonuclear cross section [ WY65 ) , inverse photonuclear cross
sections [ BA70 , BL67 , BA71 , co6o , TA64 ] , in addition to numerous
photo-nucleon reactions
Photoneutron cross sections in giant dipole region have been
measured by Geller and Muihead [ GE63 I , Firk [ FI64 I , Bolen and
Whitehead [ B062 I , Bramblett et. al. F BR64 ] , Cook et. al. [co66 ] ,
-A
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Wu et. al. [Wu68 I , and han et. al. [ KH69 I . Angular distributions
of neutrons have been measured by Jury , Hewitt and McNeill [ JU70 .
The branching ratio of decays of the giant dipole states to various
residual nucleus states have also been obtained by Maison et. al. [ MA65],
Murray abd Ritter [ MU69 ], Ulltich and Krauth [ UL69 ] , and Caldwell
et. al. [ CA6 ] . The polarization of neutrons has been measured by
Hanser [ HA67 I , and by Cole et. al. 0069 .
For photo-proton processes , we have the experiments of Milone
et. al. [ M158 I , Dodge and Barber [ D062 I , Morrison et. al. [ M065 ],
and Yergin et. al. [ YE64 I , Scheer et. al. [ SC63 I , Denisov , Komer
and Kulchitsky [ DE65 , DE68 I and Thompson and Baglin [ TH69 ] . The
angular distributions of proton have been obtained by Stewart [ ST68 I ,
Baglin and Thompson [ BA69 ] , and Tutakin [ TU69 I . Branching ratios
to some djscrete states have been measured by Morrison , Stewart and O'Connell
[ M065 J , Yergin et. al. [ YE64 ] , Owens and Baglin [ Ow66 ] , and Caldwell
[ CA67 I
We have roughly completed the list of photonuclear reactions
which could be analyzed by the shell-model formulation we shall develope
There are many other reactions which may be closely related to the above
reactions , such as 016 ( K , 2n ) [ ME68 I , high energy J-rays [ NA691,
N15 ( p, n ) 0 15 , and N14 (d, )016[ see HA63and SU63 ].Also
there are heavy-ion experiments which form 016 as the compound states
Isospin mixing in the giant dipole region has been tested by Wu et. al.
[ wu68 ] who found that there is little isoapin mixing above about 21 Mev
Calculation concerning the isospin itpurity have also been performed and
discussed by Greiner [ GR63 I , Perez and MacDonald [ PE69 I , and Mahaux
and Saruis [ MA69 I . lbssible existence of quadrup6le giant resonance
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was pointed out by Stewart et. al. [ ST69 J .
The photonuclear and its inverse experiments with good resolution
essentially yield the identical intermediate structure in the giant dipole
region . For example , one sees the structure in Caldwell et al. [ CA65]
The angular distributions of the outgoing nucleons indicate that the
structure is mainly due to some fairly sharp , strong E 1 resonances
interfering at most with a weak , very broad and slowly increasing E2
resonance [ JU70] . The resonances occur at about 21 , 22 , 23 , 24 and
25 Mev .
The resonance at 21.0 Mev was shown by ( , p.) angular
distributions of Stewart [ ST68 I , and of Verbinski and Courtney [ VE65] ,
to have the quantum number J = 1 . This state was previously shown
by Tanner , Thomas and Earle [ TA64 I to have J = 1 , and by Caldwell et
al. [ CA65 ) to have positive parity .
Dodge and Barber [ D062 I first established the electric dipole
nature of the strong state at 22.3 Mev . This assignment has further
been confirmed by the results of Earle and Tanner [ EA67 ] , and Stewart
[ ST68 I.
The state at 23 Mev has much more complicated structure . There
are evidences of positive states interfering with the predominant dipole
state [ D062 , EA67 , ST68 I .
The data on the 24.3 Mev resonance showed that it is a dipole
state [ Do62 , EA67, ST68 I . As pointed out by Stewart [ ST68 I , there
is no evidence for the 2+ state reported by Isabelle and Bishop [ IS63 ]
There is little discussion for the state at 25 Mev , but a
general conclusion has been made about the entire dipole region ( 20 to
30 Mev ) that they contain mainly the electric dipole resonances . This
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is supported by the results of Baglin and Thompson [ BA69 1 , and Jury
et al. [ JU69 I .
Finally we may proceed to present , in the following chapters ,
a detailed description of our formulation of the photonuclear reactions
and its application to 016 photo-disintigrations .
In chapter II , we develope a unified theory of photonuclear
reactions , where we find the projection-operator techniques [ FE62 ,
KE67 ] very useful . The T-matrix shows a direct term and a resonance
term due to the formation of compound nucleus . The compound states are
further separated into the doorway and the secondary states . This
formulation enables us to extend the usual shell-model calculations to
include more complicated states as the secondary doorways . Energy-
averaging on T-matrix and on the cross sections is also discussed
In chapter III we review the usual shell-model giant resonance
theory . This includes only the doorways as compound states . Here we
define the channel representation for the scattering states and one
particle-one hole states as the doorways . Single-particle resonances
are properly removed from the continuum by a projection method .
In chapter IV we extend the shell-model formulation to construct
the secondary doorways . They are three particle-three hole states ,
constructed in the framework of the interacting-boson approximation of
Iachello and Feshbach [ IA69 I The couplings of these states to the
doorways are also evaluated exactly .
We present the comparison of the theoretical calculations to
experimental data in Chapter V . Throughout the calculations , we use
the Woods-Saxon single-particle wave functions and a zero-range nucleon-
nucleon interaction . Some discussion is given in Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER II Formalism of Photonuclear Reactions
In this chapter we shall formulate a photonuclear T-matrix
by use of projection operators . In section 2-1 we define the
projection operators appropriate to our problem. A formal theory
of photonuclear disintegration is then developed. The T-matrix
is expressed in terms of the projected and coupling Hamiltonians
and shown to have resonance behavior , in addition to a direct
term .
The concept of doorway and secondary doorway states is
formally introduced in section 2-2 . These states are defined
as the eigenstates of the simple projected Hamiltonians in the
isolated spaces . The assumption of doorways in the reaction
can be introduced to simplif? the T-matrix for a numerical
calculation .
Finally we introduce two energy-average processes in section
2.-3 , and we define the optical cross section , fluctuation cross
section and the zero-resolution cross section . The zero-resolu-
tion cross section is shown to be the correct theoretical starting
point to carry out the experimental energy averaging .
Some of the assumptions in this chapter may be easily removed
as we shall show in our discussion [ Chapter VI ] .
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2 -1 Biotonuclear T-matrix in Projection-Operator Formalism
Formal theory of photodisintegration has been discussed by
various authors [ LL60, CD61 , GFG 60 , EF63 , SH63 , MA64 }.
These formulations are either not suitable or not convenient for
our propose . In order to present our concept of the intermediate
structure in photonuclear reactions , we shall formulate a theory
for this particular character . We ,therefore,would extend the
theory for giant resonance to include the intermediate resonances
The formulation below has some comon feature with the theory
of photodisintegration of Shakin [ SH63 I and the unified theory
of nuclear reactions of Feshbach [ FE62 I . The projection-operator
technique has also been employed in the doorway-state formulation in
nuclear reaction by Kerman , Lemmer and Feshbach [ KLF67 1 .
The photon-nucleus interaction can be treated as perturbation
to the nuclear system . The system Hamiltonian contains the nuclear
Hamiltonian H and the interaction HY . The nuclear Hamiltonian
governs the motion of the nucleons before and after the interaction
In first-order perturbation theory the T-matrix from a nuclear
state to a final state can be written as
The initial state is usually the target ground state 10) . The
final state has much more complicated structure . This state may
be above the threshold energy for nucleon emision , cluster emmision
or photofission .
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We are interested in the case where there is at most one
nucleon in unbound state . Other channels are treated only by
parameterization in the final T-matrix . We begin to use projection
operators to derive an exact T-matrix for our problem . This
T-matrixdiould display three characteristics . A direct and a
resonance term should appear naturally in the formulation . The
resonance term should contain the giant and the intermediate
structures . Although these features appear in the theory of
Kerman , Lemmer , and Feshbach [ KLF67 ] , they are more interested
in the ' intermediate structure ' associated with the doorways in
nucleon-nucleus reactions . We are mainly interested in the
intermediate structure for some states more complicated than the
doorways . These complicated states are coupled to the doorway
If we write the total wave function of a nuclear system as
and define the space of our problem to contain all the
possible state vectors . The wave function for each subspace
can be obtained by operating on 4-'by An appropriate operator . For
a simple introduction of the projection operators , we define them
by the following table :
Operator Subspace Wave Function Configuration
P Open-Channel P a scattering nucleon
Space in one of the channels
( Continuum Space ) to be treated in detail.
d Doorway d Simple excited states
Space strongly coupled to the
incident photon and
outgoing-nucleon channels
( continuing )
-l
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( continued from last page )
Q Complicated All the states not included
Space in either P or d spaces
These operators satisfy the following properties
Completeness P + d + Q=
Orthogonality Pd dP = ; = QP = ;
Qd =dQ 0
Idempotency PP= P ; QQ =Q ; dd = d
In the definition of the P-space , we note that the P-space contains
only the open channels which we wish to treat in details . It does
not include all the open channels .
It is apparent that the wave functions of these subspaces are
coupled . The nature of the coupling will appear when we separate
the Schr'odinger equation into coupled equations . Although we have
assigned the particular configurations to these spaces , the
formulation in the following will not depend on these properties
We now may begin to separate the complete space into P- , d- , and
Q-subspaces . The Schr'ddinger equation is
E - H ) = 0 [1.2]
where E is the energy of the system . By standard technique [ FE62 ,
E 67, 1A69 I , we obtain the following set of equations :
- 23 -
(E - H p)P4' =Hpcad -+ [ 1.3a I
(E - Hcu) d # = Hap PY Hc 1- Q 1.3b I
(E - H*l4 = PT + H[ E 1.3c
where we have defined the projected and the coupling Hamiltonians
by H=H n
HA =AH and WA=ANB [1.4]
The coupling between the spaces in Eq. 1.1.3 is completely symmetric
and may be represented by the diagram as
P
d Q
One way to solve the coupled equations is to eliminate Q
first . We may write the solution as
E - HkqHq~ E -Hg pad
where the homogeneous solution vanishes due to the fact that the
Q-space did not exist before the coupling to the P or d spaces is
switched on . By substitutions , we obtain
(E -4-r)Pt 2 'Pdd+ [1.6a I
(E - -l4df = a PT [ 1. 6b I
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The script 9- is an effective Hamiltonian defined by
}{ = H+ H H H [1.7]
The coupling between the P and d spaces becomes more complicated,
since )Yd is renormalized through the truncation of the nuclear
space [ Ht68 ] .
We may solve Eq. 1.1.6 by inverting the differential operators
( the Green's function method ) and applying the proper boundary
conditions . In photonuclear reactions , we are interested in
the P-space with outgeing particles . The wave function in the
P-space can be written as
Here we also assume that the homogen0ous solution of Eq. 1.1. 6 b
vanishes . The Green's function has the following meaning
I[ 1.9_ _
E-97- E - 'pr
where ID indicates that the principal value is to be taken in
the integration . That is , we take the limit
_ 1P - I I+ 1[1.10]
after the integration . The homogerous solution satisfies
(E - O [ 1.11 ]
In essence this equation describes the scattering of a nucleon
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by all other nucleons in the system . We shall show in chapter III
that this equation can be reduced to a single-particle equation
describing the scattering of a particle by an average field . The
superscript ( - ) indicates that T (.) describes an outgoing
particle in the average field . The functions are simple
under proper conditions [ c.f. section 3-1 ] . We may therefore
wish to express the solutions of P and d in terms of these
simple functions . To achieve this , we first multiply Eq.1.1.8
on the left by and solve for the vector
E--kid
I) Pt [1.12]
By substitution we get the solution for P
[ 1.13 ]
A simple way to get the is to solve , from Eq. 1.1.66,
for
P* bk~ E2 1  e C- da [1.14]
and identify d* from Eq. 1.1.13 . This gives d in terms of
E 'a -%!E -- Wlr r t
It is convenient at this point to re-write the total wave
function in terms of just Pj- and d . We have , from
Eq. 1.1-5 ,
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+ E asQ (2P t 9 1.16
where I is the identity operator . The T-matrix from the ground
state ICo)> to can now be written as
7 =KE*15kk I rI ( > [1.17]
with the introduction of the renormalized photon-nucleus
interaction Wr
9-(r Hr -i H E - HoQ~ [1.18
If we substitute Eq. 1.1.13 and 15 into the T-matrix , we
obtain
Y [1.19
This expression can be reduced to a more familiar form by
introducing the eigenstates of the inverse operator . These
states satisfy
We finally obtain the formal expression for the T-matrix as
T=<4 %0( O 1 E d2
L 1.21 J
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We see that the T-matrix contains one direct term and a
resonance term . The direct term is generally a smooth function
of energy . The resonance behavior is due to the complicated
wave functions .d * The energy of a is complex . The
resonance occurs when the energy of the system E is equal to the
real part of the eigenenergy E ; that is , 'when the following
equation is satisfied :
E = Red [ E (E) [ 1.22 J
The width associated with the resonance at energy Er is then
E) =2 I [ ( )J [ 1.23 ]
The states d may be called the " doorways " in the
photonuclear reaction , since they are formed by photon interaction.
These states are not stable and decay by nucleon emission to the
P-space . In case of a long-lived unstable state , we may assume
that it has some nuclear configuration similar to a stable
state if the coupling interaction is turned off . We may therefore
try to construct these artificial stable states as first approxi-
mation to the doorways . This technique has become a commonplace
in a microscopic reaction theory [ m69 I .
The concept of doorway and secondary doorway states to be
defined in next section is intimately related to these hypothetical
stationary states . The nature of the unstable states is restored
when the couplings to the open channels and other states are
evaluated . This would give each stationary state an energy
shift and a width .
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We sbould remark here that , in the formulation , we have
completely neglected photon scattering process . This can be incorporated
if the P-space is separated into one-photon and zero-photon subspaces as
shown by Estrada and Feshbach [ ES 63 1 . In our formulation of the giant
resonances , the particle widths are much larger than the photon width,
which can therefore be neglected .
We also assume that the P-space contains no resonances , such
that the direct T-matrix is a smooth function of energy . Due to the
finite sum over the doorway states , the direct term in the T-matrix
actually consists of two parts : the direct photoeffect in a distorted
wave method and the tails of remote resonances . This feature is the
same as the background scattering term in nucleon-nucleus scattering
[ FE62 ] . The direct photoeffect component would exhibit resonance
if there is a single-particle reonance ( in the P-space ) . This
particular problem is treated in section 3-2 .
We shall now move to define two types of configurations differing
in the degree of complexity . The simple states are the doorway states
and the complicated states are the secondary-doorway states . The doorways
are directly connected to the photon channel and the nucleon channels ,
while the secondary doorways are coupled only to the doorways and , possibly ,
to other more complicated states .
-4
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2-2 The Doorway and the Secondary Doorway States
In this section we shall formally define the artificial
stationary states in the d-space as our doorways and those in the
Q-space as the complicated states . From the Q-space we can
further identify part of the artificial states as the secondary
doorways and the rest of them as the X-states .
From the structure of Eq. 1.1.3b , it is appropriate to
define the doorways as the solutions to the equation for
an isolated d-space ;
(Ed Hdi ) N == [ 2.1]
where the energy spectrum of the doorways is assumed to be
discrete . As the perturbation due to the coupling to the P or
Q-space is small, it is convenient to expand the states by
qjd = [2.2C, - [ 2  ]
c'
The expansion coefficients add? and the eigen energy Ed for {d
[ c.f. Eq. 2.1.20 ] are given by the solution of the matrix
equation
where B is an N by N Hamiltonian matrix with complex elements :
E, -Vlu - W21 -\li --- A
E2 -WAl
[2.4]
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The matrix elements Wddt are defined as
dd d- ~ T6a E - He '
indicating the doorway-open channel and doorway-secondary doorway
couplings . These couplings also provide the possible mixing of
the doorways .
It is easy to separate the two coupling processes in Wdd'
We first discuss the coupling between doorways through the virtual
excitation of the open channels . We define the escape coupling by
This coupling is simpler due to the simple configuration of the
P-space . For convenience we write 14 and
define the escape energy shift A and the escape width
as
The coupling between doorways through the Q-space is much more
complicated , since the Q-space contains complex configurations
including all the open channels not included in the P-space . We
define the spreading coupling as
d QE - Nd 4 [ 2.8]
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Formally we may introduce a complete set of eigen-states in the
Q-space . We define the complete set to be the solutions of
-H 1- , [2.9]
in terms of which we may write
V{~dI -~ 2.10]8A8 ' E -8g '
The summation is to include integration over the states in the
continuum , since the spectrum of Hg is not completely discrete
Most states in the Q-space are hopelessly complicated and can not
be constructed with reasonable approximations ; there are , however,
some states with not-so-camplicated structure . Therefore it might
be amusing to treat these two categories in different ways : we
wish to treat the simpler states in details and claim ignorance
about the other . Formally we define the following two operators
to separate the Q-space :
The Q-space
q-space The simpler states which are relatively
strongly coupled to the doorways
These states are defined as the
secondary doorways of the reaction
X-space The complicated states which are not
accessible for our consideration .
They are altogether called the X-states.
Q = + X ; qX = Xq = 0 ; qq = q ; XX = X
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We may now proceed to write Eq. .2.9 as a set of coupled
equations , we have
( E - H ) ,%= yx [ 2.n1a
Hzx = I 2.llb
It follows from the definition of the doorways that we may define
the secondary doorways as the solutions of the isolated q-space ,
i.e., the secondary doorways are
(E=0 [ 2.12 1
These stationary states have discrete energies and can be constructed
within the approximations of nuclear structure theory . For the
sake of completeness , we also define the x-states by
(E - RXX) #x ~- O0 2.13)
For simplicity in writing , we introduce at present an
assumption about the q-space . We assume that the coupling between
the q-states is diagonal , i.e. , q-states are not mixed through
the coupling to the x-states . In this case we obtain
-Wi= HjI4d> 4 [2.14]
where have defined the energy shift and the width of the q-states
by
~ x Hx1 x% H xx [ 2.15 ]
The quantities are also defined by the above equation
with q and x exchanged
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We have succeeded in separating ~A into two terms . The first
term we wish to treat in details ; the second term can not be
treated in any details . The x-space , nevertheless , can not be
ignored . The x-space contains a lot of nuclear properties which can
not be simply treated in a reaction theory , in addition to all
the open channels not included in the P-space . Therefore it is
important to keep the x-space and treat the related quantities by
parameterization .
In parameterized form , we may write
d'- AX Y7 2 [ 2.16 ]E- 
-
- ti /2
where , Lx and are parameters in our theory
These parameters are subject to proper conditions [ c.f. section
2-3 ] . For symmetry in the T-matrix , we define the following
quantities : the spreading energy shift and the width ca of
the doorways . We have
Agg d - d,' = [ 2.17]2 1 E E 
2. t17 ]
These quantities are strong functions of energy due to the discrete
spectrum .
Finally we have the T-matrix in the following form
dd/2 2- [2.18]
where the total shift and the total width are defined as
+ [ 2.19a ]
F'i~x Vd, + [d' [ 2.19b ]
Up to this point , we have properly defined all the subspaces
in the theory . The formulation ot the T-matrix still involves no
approximation about the nuclear interactions . To simplify the matters
further , we now formally introduce the Doorway-State Hypothesis for
photonuclear reactions
The Doorway-State Hypothesis - The complicated
states can not be formed by the interaction of the
incident photon with the target nucleus . And the
complicated states can not decay by one-nucleon
emissions through nuclear forces .
Uder this hypothesis , the direct couplings of the q-space to the
P-space and the photon channel vanish . We therefore impose
P& = p =[2.20a]
and
and 
~ y f[ 2.20b]
We may now write the T-matrix in terms of the ' un-renormalized t
Hamiltonian in the simple form
=4''1Hpao (4, I~i ID-
[ 2.21
The simplification in the T-matrix can not be overlooked The
renormalized operators are very complicated due to the consideration
of the q-states . They have strong energy-dependence .
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In general the doorways are coupled through the matrix Wdd''
In case of strong coupling , we have the so-called overlapping
resonances . The resonances may not occur at or near the doorway
energies . The interpretation of the doorways becomes more
difficult . On the other hand , we could have weakly-coupled or
even isolated doorways . The coupling matrix Wdd, becomes diagonal
and the T-matrix is given by
cL ~ ~~F Ad +J/AXj
where i- / are the diagonal elements of Wdd, . We shall neglect
the parameter Ad in our discussion since it is small and uncalculable.
The assumption of the isolated doorways may work well if
the couplings are not strong and the doorways are far apart .
A final comment on the T-matrix is that we wish the giant
resonance behavior io com about because of the doorways and the
intermediate structure to arise because of the coupling to the
secondary doorways . The parameters and F> are to be
chosen not to change this fundamental character in the T-matrix
They should be chosen in a simple way only to allow a more meaningful
comparison with experimental data , considering all the neglected
effects . Of course it would be interesting to examine various
effects of the x-space , but the problem is still far-reaching . We
shall re-examine this problem in Chapter VI , where coupling of the
c-space to other open channels enters our discussion .
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2-3 Energy Average of the T-matrix and the Cross Sections
In this section we shall discuss a conventional way and a
more intuitive way of carrying out the energy average in a theoretical
calculation , in order to compare with experimental data . The energy
average can be done on the T-matrix ( the optical-model type ) or on
the cross section ( a realistic type ) . We shall exmine these two
processes in some details , they are both employed in our final
calculations .
We begin with the Lorentzian energy-resolution function,
EE = E (E - E') 2 -t 12/4'
where I is the full width at half maximum , which is generally
taken to be the experimental resolution . The function is normalized
to unity 0
dE = I for all Eand I 3 5.2
This function is particularly convenient since the energy-
averaged function is given in terms of the original function with
a complex arguemnt :( only when P(E) is analytic in the upper half plane)
< 0)=F ( E t3 
.33
The energy-averaged function is defined according to the integral :
(R< FQ)fE E' Egg 3.-dO
Systematically we should define a zero-resolution cross
section before we introduce the energy-averaging process . This
can be done by choosing the two parameters in the T-matrix , and
F.X correctly . We impose the following condition :
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The parameters should be so chosen as to reproduce the value of
the energy-integrated cross section measured by experiments
The logic in choosing this condition is that the integrated cross
section is independent of the energy resolution , I ; if the
resolution function is Lorentzian . Under this condition we fix the
values of these two parameters and obtain the zero-resolution cross
section as
2
6C() T= \T 0CE)[ 3.5 ]
The kinematic factors are neglected in this equation . TE) is the
zero-resolution T-matrix . We also assign the value of the integrated
cross section I6 as
to
60 (E) d E 3.6 1
0
We may now introduce the energy average . A commonly-discussed
method is connected to the optical model far nuclear reactions . The
T-matrix is averaged . We define the average T-matrix 4T(B)> by
< '()' T [e 3.*7
0
Similar to nucleon-nucleus reactions , we define the optical cross
section by =
and the fluctuation cross section by
A G(F- ) - [ T15> .9
The average cross section is then given by
(6(E)> 6 (m') + A6(E') + Ierjerence 3.10
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which should satisfy the condition :
6(F)> dE [ 3-11]
The fluctuation cross section is not readily calculated , so we have
to devise a means to estimate it . Let us first define the inte-
grated optical cross section as
SdE 3.12
The optical cross section is generally smooth enough to give accurate
result of I t 'he difference &I1 - in the integrated cross
sections provides the condition for A6 , i.e. ,
S A E-i i = I [ 3.13 ]
if the interference term is neglected . Lack of further information
about L , 6 , we may choose an arbitary distribution for it and
write the average cross section as
= ) A is ) [3.14
The second method is more straightforward . We average over
the zero-resolution cross section directly , as done during measure-
ments . The average cross section is given simply by
6 = Go(E )EE') [ 3.15 ]
This method is most natural , but is not the most practical in some
situation * If the zero-resolution cross section is a very strong
function of energy , the numerical integration may not be accurate
An accurate result can only be obtained if 66(E) is reasonably
smooth .
__A
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Before leaving this chapter , it is interesting to see that tne
difference between the two methods may provide us some information about
the fluctuation cross section . It is required , in a consistent calculation ,
that we have
opt for all E [3.16]
The fluctuation cross section is then given by
AGTEE) = < CXF)> [5ot~ .17]
We have now completed the formulation of a unified theory of
photonuclear reactions in terms of the projection operators . The role
of the doorway and the secondary doorway states in the T-matrix is
clearly exihibited . In next chapter , we shall construct the wave functions
of various spaces in nuclear shell-model formulation . The doorways are
taken to be one particle-one hole states and the secondary doorways are
three particle-three hole states . The formulation is within the usual
shell-model approach to nuclear reactions [ MA69 I .
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CHAPTER III Shell-Model Formulation I Giant Resonances
In this chapter we shall discuss photonuclear reactions in terms
of the doorways coupled to the continuum . Our formulation is , therefore,
similar to most of the previous calculations where only lp-1h states are
taken into account . These formulations have enjoyed moderate success in
the description of the gross structure of giant resonances [ BU67 , PE69,
RA67 , BA66 , EI64 ] . Our formulation , however , contains several new
features . This includes the proper definition of the reaction channels
and the form factors . The channels and the form factors are orthogonal
to the bound orbitals . Our treatment of the single-particle resonances
is particularly useful , when used in the projection-operator formalism
In this chapter , we shall neglect the secondary-doorway states
and write the T-matrix in the following form
T KitI4~1o I HK tpk'[~l~>K~dRpEP~e41(i~Hi E- PcfJrl± td~~ /2
where we have lumped all the irrelevant factors in the energy average
parameter I . This is essentially the T-matrix obtained by Shakin in
his discussion of photodisintegration using P- and Q-spaces [ SH63 I .
In the following sections we shall construct the various wave
functions in the framework of nuclear shell theory .
In section A , we define a channel state and the continuum
wave function . This space is then reduced to a single-particle scattering
space in the channel representation . The problem of single-particle
resonances is treated by an orthogonalization method . The Green's function
in the P-space is also discussed .
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In section B , we construct one particle-one hole states as the
doorway states in the photonuclear reactions . These states are treated
in the Tamm-Dancoff approximation . Photon-nucleus interaction is
approximated by an electric multipole expansion . Only electric dipole
interaction is assumed to be important . Various form factors are
properly defined , allowing for an easier numerical calculation . The
particle decay widths are also properly defined in terms of the form
factors .
The construction of the secondary-doorway states and their
role in the T-matrix will be discussed in next dhapter .
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A. The Continuum Space
We have defined the continuum space to include all the one-nucleon
channels which we wish to treat in details . These channels contain a
scattering nucleon coupled to the ground state or one of the excited states
of the residual nucleus . It is clear that there are many other open
channels not included in the P-space .
When there is no channel-channel coupling in the continuum ,
the formulation of the P-space can be reduced to the potential scattering
of a nucleon by the residual nucleus . This is particularly sueful when
there are no single-particle resonances .
In case of single-particle resonances , we may just redefine
the P-space . The technique for such treatment originates from an
orthogonalization method in the thoery of anolog states [ AU71 I . This
method is very convenient when used with the projection-operator formalism
of Feshbach [ FE62 ] . The modified P-space is simply related to the
original P-space and the modification is exact . Previous treatments of
the single-particle resonances are of perturbative nature [ GA64 , BA66 I
or mathematically very complicated [ R068 , WE63 , FU69 , GL67 I
The Green's function is discussed in section 3-3 . In case of
no channel-channel couplings , the many-body Green's function can be
written interms of the single-particle Green's function in the channel
representation .
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3-1 The Channel State and the Continuum Wave Function [ AU71 I
We define an open channel as a scattering nucleon moving in a
field created by the residual nucleus . We may describe a channel by
the quantum numbers of the scattering nucleon and those of the residual
nucleus . We first characterize the residual nucleus by its total
angular momentum I with projection M, and a state label X. , e.g.
/. = 0 indicates the ground state ,\= 1 the first excited state ,
etc. We may denote the residual nuclear state by
To define a channel , we have to add to this state a scattering
nucleon at distance r . The nucleon may have orbital angular momentum
I and spin s , which may be coupled to a total angular momentum j
with projection m .
We wish that a channel state contains all the angular variables ,
and be independent of the radial wave function of the scattering nucleon
which is a function of energy . We have chosen to include the radial
coordinate of the nucleon in the definition of a channel
A channel may be defined by
where the creation operator . creats a nucleon at distance r from
the origin . These operators form a complete set and satisfy the anti-
commutation relations
) [ l.2a ]
--A
r)) [ 1.2b ]
In Eq.l.1 , we should note that the creation operator will
creates a complete set of states in energy , including all the bound
states . These bound states should be removed from the definition of
a channel . For this reason we first define the round channel state
including the bound orbitals ,
,(i~3y\T ;3M) C IT ) IXIN>[15
where we have coupled the angular momenta j and I to the total
angular momentum J with projection M . To simplify notations ,
we introduce a channel label c for the angular dependence and the
state label X . We have
('(72) = Vr(~ ITM) [1.4t
An open channel can be defined by properly projecting all
the bound single-particle orbitals out of the round channel ; we
define the proper channel state as
rc)= - 2 [ 1.51
where I b'> are the single-particle bound states in channel c , b
sums over all such states . The normalization of the ( angle )
channels is given by
<r,c lr'c') Sce' E EY=> [1.61
where IEr> are the single-particle scattering states created by 4
in channel c
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The channel states JY,c> have been properly constructed that
we can express the projection operator P for the open-channel space
as
Sr,c Y(c [1.7]
The operator satisfies the idempotency condition , and also ensure
that our channels are orthogonal to the other two spaces .
As seen from the T-matrix , we first discuss the homogeneous
solutions in the P-space . Since all the channels are orthogonal to
one another , we may write the P-space equations for each channel
independently . The P-space wave function in a channel C
satisfies the equation z
(E - Hp?) 0[ 1.8 3
In terms of P, can be written as
p C) cJ '~I~ (' r C ~ I ~1.9 ]
The single-particle amplitude I.' = C. > satisfies
the matrix equation , with Ec as the single-particle energy in the channel ,
~ ~~&C Qi -1 y'Lar' 1.101
where we have defined a single-particle effective Hamiltonian ,
C, (T'Y, ) =<Y)C4I H PEI Y'> [1.11 1
This Hamiltonian is non-local and introduces channel-channel coupling
in the continuum .
For a simple shell-model calculation , we usually approximate
hccl (r, r') by a phenomenological shell-model Hamiltonian . We may
choose a local , non- channel-channel coupling Hamil tonian , hc(r) , as
-A
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fcc'- 81c f- cR' ~$ 1. 12a]
'U9I75. % 1.) [ 12b ]
Under this approximation we obtain a single-particle Schr6dinger
equation for
EC c - [1.13]
and the P-space wave function becomes
N> f'A -i-1.14]
In the P-space we have systematically reduced a many-body
Schr'6dinger equation to a single-particle equation . The characters
of the P-space are now shown to be the same as the scattering of a
particle by a local potential in the Hamiltonian hc (r) .
For convenience we choose hc(r) to be independent of the states
of the residual nucleus . We may take the interaction between the
scattering nucleon and the residual nucleus to be the Saxon-Woods spin-
orbit potential . In general we may write the single-particle equation
as
- it +C [1.15]
where the channel is characterized by the quantum numbers of the nucleon
only. k is the wave number , k = . U (r) is the shell-model
potential . The wave functions '(j. (Y) are related to the solution
of the equation by a phase
(ro
=e. [ 1.16]
Where is the phase shift due to the nuclear potential U .
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There are two types of solutions for Eq. 1.15 . One which
behaes like r near the origin is called the regular solution . The
other behaves like r-(, +1 ) and is call the irregular solution . The
solutions are usually obtained by numerical integration with an assumed
form of U1I (r) .
The asymptotic behavior of the regular solution is
AJ, S T-.0 j-- 2.V +1.17]
and that of the irregular solution is
j, Lr)-+e , g s 2. [1.18]
The factor ( 4 /,E)2 is chosen to normalize the continuum wave
functions on the energy shell :
00 (r-)0 1.19]
fo Y' V
The complete single-particle wave function is then
ZYC j [1.20 ]
The neutron and proton single-particle wave functions differ
in asymptotic behavior and amplitude over the radius of the nucleus
We have included the Coulomb potential in U (r) . This is the
reason that we did not use isospin formalism in the scattering states .
The phase shifts in the wave functions above stand for the sum of the
nuclear and the Coulomb shifts .
3-2 Treatment of Single-Particle Resonances
In a nuclear structure calculation , a low-lying , high-
orbital momentum resonance state is usually included as a bound
state . The reason is that a resonance state is mixed strongly with
the bound configurations . For example , the giant dipole states of
160 can be reproduced only if the d,/2 single-particle resonance
state is included in the diagonalization of particle-hole states
The calculations are usually done in a harmonic-oscillator well.
An extension of shell-model calculations to include scattering
states again raise the problem of proper treatment of single-particle
resonances . Generally such states are treated as bound states to
get the spectrum of the excited states ; they may or may not be
accompanied by a modification of the scattering states [ LE64 , EI64]
In any reaction theory we have to treat the bound and the
continuum states on the same footing . A consistent treatment of a
resonance state is , therefore , very important , since it shares
the properties of both scattering and bound states .
In connection to the projection-operator formalism , we wish
to have no channel-channel coupling in the continuum and weak , or no ,
doorway-doorway coupling through the continuum . We want our P-space
to be a smooth function of energy so that the direct term in the T-matrix
contains no resonance behavior . These requirements are readily met
if there is no resonance in the P-space . This would also ensure that
the virtual excitations to the continuum by photon interaction
(4g IjkAF E-a -. e 41') can be treated simply
-- 48 ..
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One of the common treatment of single-particle resonances is
to consider a resonance as a bound state elevated into the continuum
by an effective one-body operator [ GA64 ] . The resonance is
bound by deepening the single-particle potential well for diagonaliza-
tion purpose . The scattering states are modified according to a
perturbation recipe . Other groups have also devised remedies for
the problem associated with single-particle resonances [ WE63 , BA66
GL67, R068, FU7o].
We will tackle this problem from a completely different point
of view . We simply remove the resonance from the P-space . Me
removed state is then considered as part of the ( l-P)-space . In
this way we are able to treat the problem mathematically and exactly
The method was first used in an orthogonalization process in
the discussion of analog states [ AU71 ] . The concept and technique
fit quite naturally in the projection-operator method ; it , however ,
has much more general applications.
The many-body Sch'odinger equation for the P-space in the
simplest case is
( [2.1]
We now assume that there is a resonance state with the single particle
described by AR(') in channel c . The resonance state is
r
[2.2]
with ER as the resonance energy . A general many-body state in the
P-space is
xli ( ()[2.5]
The amplitude
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satisfies the single-particle equation :
E - C1 ' =0 [ 2.
To remove the resonance state %
define a projected P-space Hamiltonian by
0*\
from
4 ]
, we may
H~r= i- ,'*> -1R ) pE( - *'>< , )[ 2. 5 ]
The eigenstates of this Hainiltonian contain all the P-space , except
the resonance state $g . We may write the eigenstates as
00+ W+ 1-1 Wr
-L [ 2.6 ]
C IE f
where we see the modification is only on the single-particle amplitude.
As shown in Appendix A , the projected many-body wave function
is related to the unmodified one by the equation ,
I+)
cIE
(-I-) (*
+*1 [ 2.7 1
(+)
where (-(E) is the Green's function of the unmodified Hamiltonian
We see that the new state is orthogonal to the removed resonance state
, i.e. .
+ R [2.8a]
[ 2.8b I
In coordinate representation , the single-particle wave ftnctions
VCE= and are related in the same way,
t - v-c,~&) -
'lv. [ 2.9]
cc' REb= c EL e
f 60 f1i M L to -1) 19E(rr;)
'( r(r) %t(r y') 1Y7 (1') Arayr
-
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CL1
where Eyl') is the single-particle Green's function [ c.f. section
3-3 1
(+)
The phase shifts in 'll(T) and differ by a
phase modification , A() ,
/2 E) +L(~EzSC[2.10]
These phase shifts are defined by
(174 (r), 1e '( (c'E ) L 2iSCE)< t ' [ 2.11a ]
e ) '2 [2.llb ]
The phase modification (F) can be calculated exactly . It is
given by
a~C~tL~O L )[ 2.12 ]acc cs) +t eE
with
-Xag4 ags)+ bcc)]= Wr) C() ie 9 t&i) 1t/>' ar ' 2.13
By construction , AjCs) should be a strong function of energy
in order to counteract the rapidly-varying feature of the phase shift
ScCE) .This anti-resonance effect can be obtained by a proper
choice of the resonance state 1(Y) ; the choice is not critical
since the energy-dependence in mainly contained in the wave function
(+)
XJ) . The anti-resonance behavior is , therefore , somewhat
self-producing .
An intuitive way to construct the resonance state (v) is to
construct a * resonance wave packet ' as
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f *[ 2.14]
where the amplitude -(() is larger in the vacinity of the resonance
energy . This idea has been used in discussion of theory of unstable
states [7E (I I and in the construction of a bound-state-like
component [ EI63 ] . Eichler [ EI63 used
Coost X () S n CE) [ 2.15
the calculation is complicated by the energy-integration at every
point . He did not modify the continuum space , however .
We propose a simpler way to construct this resonance wave-
packet . We take it to be proportional to the scattering wave
function at resonance energy :
'Lrg (r) -CIE P. f or r rwuof
[ 2.16]
and to vanish for r > rcutoff . The constant K is chosen to
give unity normalization
[ 2.17 ]
As a final comment on this method , it is interesting to point
out that the resonance state satisfies
~ [ 2.18 ]
We may , therefore , think that our resonance state is bound at
zero energy by a modification of the single-particle Hamiltonian . Our
modified Hamiltonian is much more complicated than in the treatment of
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Garside and MacDonald [ GA64 ]
Balashov et al. [ BA66 ] have also discussed the single-part
particle resonances in nuclear reactions . They treat the problem
by a resonance approximation . They point out that , without
proper treatment for the 'shape resonances' , the resonance ststes
may be taken into account in an excessive number of times . This
will produce the false effects in the cross sections .
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3 - 3 The Green's Function
The asymptotic behavior of the P-space is provided by the
Green's function . We have chosen the Green's function as
WC (E - Hr + 6[ 3.1 ]
In the channel representation , we may write
)Y C) K YIY [1 3.2 ]
where we have assumed that there is no channel-channel coulping in
the continuum . The single-particle radial Green' s function (Y,)
is defined by
CW
We see that these Green's functions satify the following equations
[E -f4 E GCW (F [ 3.4a I
In eigenfunction representation , we may write the Green's
function as
qy %) IM [s .5]
where ' CY) and Wcg C) are the regular and the irregular
solutions of the single-particle Schrodinger equation . The
notions Y and Y/ indicate the greater and the lesser
of the set ( r , r' ) respectively
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If there is a single-particle resonance in the channel ,
we have to follow the method outlined in section 3-2 . The modified
Green's functions satisfy the following equations
( \" ^. ' Hp) CV =I 3.6a ]
(E -r)) -[ .6b ]
These Green's functions are related to the unmodified ones in a
simple way, we have
G A
<R 3[3.7a I
and cW CR)
Cq C.+)) E 2 R il f uCC E
9s(Yf) e Y,' -W 3.7b]
dr f (r) , (v, yr) Cr) Ar
One may notice that the eigenfunction expansion of the Green's
functions involves the bound-state solutions of the Hamiltonians . To
be correct , we have to use a bound-state-free P-space Hamiltonian
This , however , does not give us any trouble , since we always use
the radial Green's functions with the channel state . If the channel
state is always orthogonal to the bound states , the problem is readily
resolved . This property is ensured by the definition of our channels
[ c.f. equation 1.5 ] .
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B. The Doorway Space
We have defined the doorway states as the simplest compound
states which are formed by photon interaction and are quite strongly
coupled to the continuum states .
For closed-shell nuclei , the natural candidates for these
doorways are the one particle-one hole states . These states can be
easily constructed in Tamm-Dancoff approximation . The collective
effects in the giant resonance are produced by mixing these lp-lh states
by a simple zero-range interaction .
We take the dipole approximation for the nucleus-photon
interaction . The matrix elements from the ground state to the doorway
states are worked out in details . We also define form factors for
each doorway and the ground states for convenience in the numerical
calculations .
With the formulation in this section , we would be able to
discuss the giant structure in photonuclear reactions . The giant resonance
in closed-shell nuclei is mainly of lp-lh configurations . This has been
the subject of many theoretical investigations [ see Introduction ].
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3-4 One Particle-One Hole Doorway States
We have defined the eigenstates of the operator Hdd as the
doorway states t , i.e. ,
(Eg- d [ -4
The d-space is now chosen to span the lp-Jh states in our model space
The model Hamiltonian Hdd , for a system of bound , interacting nuclenns,
can be written as
H. 4.21
where Ti is the kinectic energy , V.. is the interaction between
nucleons . These operators are identical to the usual nuclear Hamiltonian
operators ; the model space is restricted by the operator d to the lp-
1h states
In shell-model approximation , we may separate Hdd into two
parts :
H = ( H, + V) d [ 4.3 1
where H0 is the sum of single-particle Hamiltonians hi ,
and V is the residual interaction . The average potential U, is the
shell-model potential J section 3-1 ]
We may use the eigenstates of hi as the single-particle basis
states for the lp-lh states . For a many-body system , it is convenient
to use second-quantization technique . In this scheme , we generally
have to define a vacuum state of the system and , then , define the
particle-hole states with respect to it . For our Purpose , we define
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the doubly-closed shell nuclear ground state as the vacuum state . This
state is denoted by \0> . The single-particle orbitals are filled up to
Fermilevel.A particle-hole state can be formed by removing a nucleon
from below to above the Fermi level . We call the state above the particle
state and denote it by ( In in ) with n = odd . The state below is
called the hole state and is denoted by n = even
We define a particle-hole state by
1)~ ~ (AW2 :11*, \1jiM -*,>4
The operator creates a nucleon in state ( I jm) with isospin
projection mt . jmmt destroys a nucleon in state ( jm m t) . Here we
have used the isospin as a good quantum number . The isospin projection
mt has eigenvalue 1/2 for protons and -1/2 for neutrons . The super-
script - is to indicate the hole state , unoccupied
The state we defined is an eigenstate of the unperturbed
Hamniltonian dHod , with energy (el - e2 )* en is the energy of the state
Since Hdd conserves the total angular momentum J and the
total isospin T , it is convenient to consider the states with definite
J T value as a separate subset . Each subset can be treated independently.
We may couple the particle and the hole states to a specific J T values .
We introduce the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and define a coupled particle-
hole state as
C AT A~ T I-tI~ a* 1 W +z
Vol 9M 4.6 1
)Imt I Mt 2
where Tz is the projection of T . The choice of the phase (- 1 )
is to ensure proper transformation of the particle-hole state ( B070 1 .
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In a state vector , if the angular momenta are coupled , we
take the convention that the magnetic substates are summed over ; the short
notation ja would indicate all the quatum numbers except these magnetic
substates . For simplicity we also omit M and T. in a state vector,
and write (jij~1) J T >
We now take these lp-1h states as the basis for the doorway
states . A doorway can be expanded as
C ~ IS 
_~~~2T">/ 4.7J
where the index o( denotes the basis label . The coefficients and the
energy for each doorway can be obtained by solving the secular equation
(ET T )C 0=gggT 4vi t;.T>)C2 [ 4.81
The unperturbed energy 0 is just (( ),TfT i>
The dimension of the matrix is equal to the number of the basis states
in the d-space . After diagonalizing the Hamiltonian Hdd , we find
the energy and the coefficients . The doorways are orthonormal :
et I d* > S6& &TI STT [ 4.9
We see that the doorways are defined once the proper model space and
the residual interaction is chosen .
For our purpose , we follow Newby and Konopinski [ NE59 ]
in the choice of a zero-range interaction . We write the interaction as
i. = -V [ICt + FTs] 8 ~ [ 4.10 ]
where
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it = triplet projection operator = ( 3 + l5- 6 )
= singlet projection operator (1 - 6 )
V0 = 8.5 MeV X 4T b3 (:rm5
p = singlet-to-triplet ratio
The parameters b and p can be ajusted to give the best fit to energy
levels . We use the same values as given by Lemmer and Shakin [ LE64 1,
b = l.76 and p = 0.46 .
A particle-hole matrix element is related to the two-particle
matrix elements in the following way
'4'T'
where the symbol [ a ] = 2a + 1 The curly brackets are 6-j symbols
[ED57 I . The angle bracket indicates an anti-symetrized two-parti-
cle matrix element :
<Ij -TI 34T t
ijz T vl V T) - ixTT( l
The round brackets are the un-antisymmetrized two-particle matrix elements.
Each subscript jn in the 6 -functions stands for the complete set of
quantum numbers . The factors A + C are due to the normal-
ization of the two-particle states
In the following we use the results of Newby and Konopinsky
and Lemmer and Shakin .
The two-particle matrix element is given in the following form
(jTVI j3j4T> =
L(2 ~21 t~ 3 444 0o
-, 4 T
L~0 )Lu)(
A14kz+3
I +(-)
2.
4 - [4.131
The round brackets are the Wigner 3-j symbols F is the
0
radial integral
~r)
~1~
The particle-hole matrix element is finally given as
(3' j2.3
(4 1_+_R_
)Co2 2 S.
-(o4
4 Lt4~ I(~ ~'iY.
[4.151
7.
I2.
For our later convenience , we also write this expression in a product
form
23T I I 31T= M(i 5 Fo 1
F
x
- t x
[ ED57
TcLr(T
<17 T V 13 3T>
[ 4.14 1
{
t- (--)
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t T4+T
]I.
o 1 f
E4. 6 ]
F411 1 71 IN 44-1
JA
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in which the factor M ( j, j 2 j3 j4 ) takes the variables independent
of the strength V0  and the wave functions . It is a geometric factor
The energy dependence is in the integral F.
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We note that the basis lp-Th states were used to describe the
giant dipole resonances in an extreme independent-particle model of
Wilkinson [ W156  I . The dipole energy could be obtained only if some
effective mass of nucleon is assumed , which in turn contributes to the
fact that the particles are not independent . The particle-hole
interaction was first proposed by Brown and Bolsterli [ BR59 I . This
correlation between the particle-hole pairs has a very important
consequence : the dipole state is pushed by very high in energy and
the electric dipole strength is concentrated in this state . The
particle-hole interaction is repulsive for the dipole state since the
particle-particle interaction is attractive [ BR61 I .
In the formulation , we have chosen the zero-range interaction
for nucleon-nucleon potential . This allows a simple calculation . This
approximation has been shown to be quite satisfactory by the calculations
of Alburger and Pryce [ AL54 ] , Hoff and Hollander [ H054 I . They
calculated the spectrum of large nuclei with Pb as the core . The
calculations of True and Ford [ TR58 I also showed the similarity between
a finite-range force and the zero-range force . The configuration-mixing
coefficients and the energy spetrum of the particle-hole states show
little difference , as compared to the results of Gillet and Vinh-Mau
[ GI64 ] . The collective nature will be shown quantitatively in section
5-1.
In next section we shall discuss the interaction between the
photon field and the nucleus . In low energy this interaction is well
understood and is usually taken to be a dipole ( electric ) interaction
__a
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3-5 Photon-Nucleus Interaction
The interaction of photon with nucleus results in a transition
in nuclear states . Our initial state is the nuclear ground state \ O>
and the final state may be a doorway or a scattering state , as shown in
the T-matrix . We may write the interaction as
Y_ 
- [ 5.1]
where J(r) is the nuclear charge-current operator , A(r) is the
electromagnetic potential operator associated with photons
The initial state of the system is 10 , ke A> with the
photon polarization )A- and the wave vector k The final state
-1Y
is |j j 2  JT> where the particle may be in a scattering state . There
is no photon in the final state . The transition matrix element for a
single-photon absorption is
[ 5.2 1
The photon absorption matrix element is given as [ E170 3
<ol AM i i4r - WL3  E) C 53
The photon wave function is normalized in a box with volume L .I* a
is the energy of the photon .
The properties of the photon field are well known [ EI70 .
We may expand the photon plane wave in terms of multipole potentials
=PT At1 5.j~.i ~ ~4 1
3-
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where we neglected the magnetic multipoles . This approximation is
valid if we are in the long wavelength limit ky X ( nuclear radius )
<< 1 . In this limit , we may write the electric multipoles
as [ JA62 ]
p. [ 5.5 ]
where j1 ( kr ) is the spherical Bessel function
Due to the complexity of the dynamics of the charge particles
in a nucleus , the current operator J (r) is not easy to handle . We
appeal to the Siegert theorem [S137 ] and utilize the equation of
continuity , i.e. , [ E170]
- -S(r) =Ly Crr (r) [ 5.6]
where we have the charge density (O)
By substitutions we have
For our discussion , we would define a matrix element independent of the
photon variables x
Q z~3[ (g) O o 3T I H()l 0, } [ 5.8]
or the operator , which acts only in nuclear states ,
Clearly we simply have just adopted a new notation
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The charge density in a nucleus is also complicated . Hopefully
in a long wavelength limit , we may neglect the mesonic charges [EI70 .
The charges are then carried only by the nucleons . For simplicity , we
introduce the point-charge approximation and write
A
f(c 8T- [ 5.10]
where ri is the coordinate of a nucleon .3 is the isospin projection
operator with eigenvalue + 1 for protons and - 1 for neutrons . We may
also expand the Bessel function in kr , keeping the first term ,
4(4< yYx-+ o [ 5.11 ]
The M-operator , then , takes the following form
S() 2 (2f.+I) Ft (2:+). [= 3 5 .12)
For our calculation , we take only the dipole ( E 1 ) operator ; higher
multipoles are much smaller . Consequently we have
Mr(Ei L 25.135
The matrix element of ground state transition to a particle-
hole state is derived in details in Appendix B . We quote the result as
12 LU91 1121 tj1421
2 T M r(E, 0lo= 
.0
0 o o
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where the radial integral /Ai2 YlA 2 > isf Y r)Y r T [ 5.15 1
Finally the ground state transition to a doorway is simply
given as
[ 5.16 ]
For our later applications [ section 3-6 ] , we also write this as
7TT IM(Ei).L) a> = 1) <q I r1 S3 >2 [5-17]
where N ( jlj2) accounts for the geometric factors
The photon-nucleus interaction is discussed in great detail in
the book by Eisenberg and Greiner [ EI70 ] . Our discussion was mainly
to get Eq.5.13 , which is the usual dipole operator .
ail l YI 2i7N =
( |Hr ,)\)1 ) e:T ra iT
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3-6 The Form Factors
Matrix elements between doorway and continuum states have their
energy dependence in the scattering single-particle wave function . It
is , therefore , useful to define a form factor which is independent of
the energy of the scattering particle
For a doorway state c , we may define its form factor in
a channel c by
(c)f) CKNiC ) [ 6.1 ]
Since a channel does not contain the scattering wave function and is not
coupled in isospin space , we can not readily identify the element
<-r, e\ (C.' )VT> as a particle-hole matrix element
We first perform isospin coupling in the round channel state
and write
{y,c \/( )> JT-= (~ ~ ( -tTV ) [6.2 ]
The right-hand side is still a function of the coordinate of the scattering
nucleon . Following Eq. 4.16 of section 3-4 , we may write
(T,c TI \/( T> - ) (SCI) [6.3 ]
where the superscripts c and o( indicate the channel and the particle-
hole state , respectively . The radial function J,(cXi) is defined as
46.
Here the single-particle wave functions are
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'lj(c,r) for the hole state in channel c -
'Ujf (er) for particle or hole state in basis labeled 0( .
From the definitin of a channel ( angle bracket ) Ivc> , we
obtain the form factor as
(cyT) = - (C ) r ' [ 6.5
where 1V' c,r) are the unoccupied , bound orbitals with the same ( 1j)
quantum numbers of the scattering nucleon . The tilde form factors are
defined by
S--T T d'JT
(Ce 1)= 2 C I({ lk )Ifrr E 6.6]
As an application of the form factors , we show that
c f)
Following the same reason , we define a form factor for
the ground state in channel c , for photon interactions , as
(cc) =(i T, ( [ 6.8 ]
It becomes easy to write down the relation
=f 7 
' &rY [ '9 E
where we have defined the tilde form factors as
IEL(c,T) =A ( (S Y ) [> 6.1 ]o
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The tilde form factors are given in section 3-5 with some
modification 
. For El transitions , we write [ c.f. Eq. 5.17 ]
/1 L = NJ , C- 3O (?i (fC "r) [6.11]
where N is given in section 3-5 . The radial function is
One application of this ground state form factor is in the
direct matrix element , we have
00
~ T1 IACY)IO'> = CC' 6.131
Also the doorway state formation through the continuum is given as
CI0 00
d Y E .cc j)raYYr, 6.14 ]
0
Finally we notice that the factor ( ik ) is separated out
in the definition of the form factor . This makes the form factors
independent of photon energy .
Physically the form factor for the doorway may be interpreted
as the amplitude for emitting a particle at r in channel c from the
doorway . From the definition ( Eq. 6.1 ) or Eq. 6.5 , we see that the
form factors are orthogonal to the bound states . That is , we have
S() K [ 6.15
This property is also true for the ground state photon form factors
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From Eq. 6.7 , we have the coupling of the doorway to the continuum.
This coupling is complex . The real part is generally small , except near
a single-particle resonance { LE64 I . The imaginary part is the particle
decay width of the doorway . We defined the width as
[6.16]
The partial widths are defined by deleting the summation over Lj . The
widths are different for protons and neutrons , due to their scattering-
state wave functions . Eq. 6.16 can be recast in terms of the form
factors as
(E) = C[ 6.17 ]
As a conclusion , we show the T-matrix in the shell-model formula-
tion which we have just completed
T = (Ar) tit CL1~dr±~
We note that , if F'(E) does not vary rapidly with energy , the
resonances will occur near the doorway-state energies . Various quantities
in this chapter are calculated in section 5-1 . This includes the cross
section 016 - , n 0 ) Og.
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Chapter IV Shell-Model Formulation II : Intermediate Structure
The giant resonances have been shown to be due to the coupling
of the doorway states to the incident photon and nucleon-emission channels.
As is well known , the photonuclear cross sections exihibit considerable
more structure than can be accounted for by doorway-state calculations .
In Chapter II , we have shown that the coupling of the doorway states to
the secondary-doorway states could give rise to such structure , although
the secondary doorways are not directly coupled to the incident channel
This particular feature has also appeared in the discussions
of Mihailmdvi and Rosina [ MI63 I , and Gillet et al. [ GI67 I . Mihailovic
and Rosina described a schematic model which showed that the dipole
strengths would be split. by coupling the dipole states ( the doorways)
to some non-dipole states ( the secondary doorways ) . In fact our
discussion in section 4-4 is along the same line . Gillet et al. showed
that coupling to their 2p-2h states produced some fine structure in the
cross sections .
As the discussions in the Introduction show , we believe that the
dipole states are coupled to some three particle-three hole states , which
are the secondary-doorway states in the reactions . In this chapter , we
shall try to construct the 3p-3h states in the framework of a shell-model
theory .
The objective of this chapter is , therefore , three-fold : We
would like to show that
( 1 ) The energy spectrum of the 3p-3h states are actually
in the dipole region ( 20 to 26 Mev ) ;
( 2 ) At least some 3p-3h states are coupled fairly strongly
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to the dipole states . These strong states are
well separated in energy so that isolated
resonances could be reproduced ;
and ( 3 ) The mixing between the dipole states and the non-
dipole states would provide the wave functions of
those states which are responsible for the
intermediate structure .
We first have to construct the 3p-3h states . This problem is
generally very complicated ; some approximation scheme must be devised .
To cope with this problem , we find the interacting-boson approximation of
Iachello and Feshbach [ IA69 ] very useful . This method is a systematic
extension of the Tamn-Dancoff approximation . In addition to the usual
aprticle-hole interaction , the model also accounts for the particle-
particle and hole-hole interactions in a random-phase approximation
We shall discribe the model in section 4-1.
In section 4-2 , we employ the interacting-boson approximation
to construct the wave functions of the 3p-3h states . The scheme we use
is , actually , an even more simplified version of the theory . Our boson
picture is more restricted in the sense that we have neglected some
recoupling interactions [ see equation 4.2. 3 . The 3p-Th states are
constructed out of the bare bosons ; the bare bosons are assumed to be
diagonal in particle-hole interactions . These 3p-3h states can then be
mixed by the particle-particle and hole-hole interactions .
In section 4-3 , we shall evaluate the interaction between the
doorways and the secondary doorways . The interaction can be separated
into two catergories : the recoupling terms and the non-recoupling terms
The non-recoupling terms are relatively easy to obtain ; the recoupling
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terms are complicated by the angular momentum algebra . These terms are
evaluated in details .
Finally , in section 4-4 , we shall show that the interaction
between the doorways and the secondary doorways introduce configuration-
mixing . In boson language , the one-boson states and the three-boson
states are mixed . A diagonalization becomes necessary to obtain the
wave functions of these states with admixed configurations . The
splitting of the dipole strengths among these states can be clearly
demonstrated . A comparison with experimental energy levels is also
made possible . Moreover we may calculate the re-distribution of the
dipole strengths .
Comparisons with experiments are made in next chapter
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4-1 Interacting-Boson Approximation
In this section , we shall first review the basic
principles of the linearization method generally used in the discussion
of nuclear collective motions [ LA64 I . Then we show its applications
in the interacting-boson approximation of Iachello and Feshbach [ IA69^ .
With particle-hole operators , its application to an unperturbed ground
state gives the well-known Tamm-Dancoff approximation ; while its appli-
cation to a correlated ground state results in the RPA ( Random-Phase
Approximation ) . The linearization method may be conveniently used to
evaluate various correlations in a nuclear state if some random-phase
arguments can be provided .
Our interest is to show the application of the lineariza-
tion method for particle-hole , particle-particle , and hole-hole
operators . Such correlations are believed to be important in multi-
particle-multi-hole states , according to the interacting-boson theory
We , therefore , wish to treat these correlations on an equal footing
First of all , we should state here that our application
of the interacting-boson theory is limited to our particular interest of
certain excited states , that is , the secondary-doorway states . The
complete theory has a much wider applications , such as the ground-state
correlations , a unified description of excited states , etc.
To begin our discussion , we first define a set of linear
operators [ O] by the following relation
[H) o02 ' Q o'.[1
where 0K is a matrix . The operator H , which defines our space ,
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is taken to be the nuclear Hamiltonian . From this set , we may contruct
a set of new operators [ Qn ] by
+ [1.21
which have the property of a raising operator :
t [131
If we denote the ground-state energy as E, we have
An excited state can be constructed simply by operating Qn on the ground
state , i.e. ,
Q I> H Q+-E1o) = E. \ 1.5
where En + E is the energy of the excited state , which is
( O> [1.61
We may further define our ground state to satisfy the
following relation
which corresponds to the requirement that the ground state is not corre-
lated . n is the hermitian conjugate of Q n -
The main difficulty in applying this method to a nuclear
system is that no combinations of the fermion operators can be considered
as linear operators . A linearization method is to linearize the commu-
tator of a certain set of operators with the Hamiltonian , in other words,
to linearize the equations of motion of certain operators . In the
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interacting-boson theory , we consider the particle-hole , particle-
particle and hole-hole operators to be important . We , therefore ,
would like to linearize these operators and evaluate their correlations
in a nuclear state
In closed-shell nuclei , the particle-hole correlations
am believed to be the most important effects on their low-energy
spectrum . We , therefore , begin with such correlations . We may define
a particle-hole creation operator as
2.00 [ 1.8]
which destroys a particle in state $2 and creates a hole in state
A particle-hole annihilation operator is then given by
A t
[1.9 
For simplicity , we take our ground state to be an unperturbed shell-model
( or the Hartree-Fock ) ground state , which satisfies
oj i> = O[ 1.10
Such requirement on the ground state is not essential ; it simply restricts
our particle-hole correlations to be of Tam-Dancoff type , rather than the
RPA type . There is no correlation in the ground state
The commutation relations of these operators among them-
selves are
[ A- J~= [ 1.11a]
J2A 1.11b
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and
A3 4at J3i 1.11c3 Uj 4 a 4 cJZ &3 - 1~ 6 A 14llc)
The commutation relation [ 1.11c ] is complicated by the appearance of
the operators on the right . This can be simplified if we
introduce the random-phase approximation we assume that
the number of excited particles or the holes in a
level is small as compared to the total number
of possible occupants in that level
We may then neglect , and , since these operators show the
probability that there is a particle or hole in a particular level . Or
we simply say that such probability is small in the states we are inves-
tigating . We can assume the approximate commutation relation as
C~ .. . - [1.12 ]37 J+ ~~ gy j2j4
Under such approximation , the particle-hole operators
behave as boson creation or annihilation operators . The physical
significance is that particle-hole pairs tend to move like bosons
With these commutation relations , we may write a matrix
element of the Hamiltonian between particle-hole states in terms of
the vacuum expectation value of commutator , such as
<olijji = K1 ' j2 o 1.131
Here we have to evaluate the commutator . In order to simplify the
calculation , we would like to approximate it by linearization .
A linearization can generally be stated in two steps
We take the procedure [ BR67 I as
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( i ) If , in [ H , A+ ] , a product of four operators results,
we replace it by products of two of them , multiplied by
the vacuum expectations of the other two . For example
a cQ ash -+ <~10\' ata, -< z04o> o 3
t<01041003 1[ 1.14
(ii) In [ H , A+ I , after the linearization step in ( i )
we keep only the terms A+ and A , i.e. , the particle-
hole operators only ,
After these two steps , we find the commutator to be
t [1.15]
where we have used the index m and n ( = odd only ) for particle states
and k and I ( even only ) for the hole states . The energy e is
the Hartree-Fock single-particle energy , defined as (BRG71
e- IT (X) t(\/V[ 1.16 )
The two-particle matrix elements in Eq. 1.15 is defined as
'U,. (~2~V~jl~- 523~v1~~) [1.171
The superscript (ph) is to indicate that such interaction is related to
the usual particle-hole matrix element [ c.f. equation 3.4.11 ] . We
may also represent these matrix elements diagramatically as
-. a
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~xK~
~ [ 1.18]
where the blob represents the residual interaction .
With the commutation rules [ Eq. 1.11 1 and the linearized
equation of motion [ Eq. 1.15 ] , we may evaluate all the matrix elements
between particle-hole states ; these matrix elements will all have
particle-hole interactions . They should be identified as the particle-
hole correlations in the states . The scheme we have developed thus far
is completely within the framework of the usual Tamm-Dancoff or the RPA
method . we shall next consider the particle-particle and hole-hold
correlations
We first define the particle-particle creation and
annihilation operators by
and [1.19]
respectively . These operators satisfy the exact commutation relations
-and O [ 1.20a]
They would satisfy the following relation if the random-phase argument
applies for the terms we neglected [ BE64].
I w d e t e hl 
cn 1.20b]
Finally we define the hole-hole creation and annihilation
operators as
--1-
~~A2WzQ -i~j . 1[ 1.211
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These operators satisfy the exact relations
-t -+
[Bj ,Bj 3 1 [ 1.22a]
[ 1.22b ]
and the approximation
24 i2 [ 1.23]
Any commutater between B and B vanishes
We also have the properties of the vacuum state as
[ 1.241
and +
\,k0% = [ 1.251
Now we have all the commutation rules between the particle-particle
and hole-hole operators . Their contributions to the correlation in an
excited state can be evaluated if we know the commutators with the system
Hamiltonian . The commutators can be simplified in a similar linearization
proceedure as the one we employed for particle-hole operators . The steps
are as follow :
( i ) replace products of four operators by the linearized
relation as shown in the particle-hole linearization
case [ c.f. Eq.1.1 4 ] ;
(ii) retain only the particle-particle and hole-hole operators
The linearized commutators are given by lachello [ IA69 ] as
[H)VI t](ej1 ±Vj3 )B. 3 ,i B.. tI ITh V.1.26]B
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and
4 n1.27]
where we have used the same convention for the particle and hole labels
m , n for particles and k , I for holes . The various matrix elements
of the residual interaction are defined as
(1 ) the particle-hole type interaction
'( \VI Q -- \ [ 1.28]
( 2 ) the particle-particle type interaction
-; [ 1.29]
and ( 3 ) the hole-hole type interaction
~~- \ [ 1 . 30 ]
Diagramatically we may also represent these terms as
and [1.31]
These terms represent scattering of particles or holes from one state to
another . They are smaller than the particle-hole correlation and are
neglected in the usual boson approximation
We now have formulated a complete scheme to treat the
particle-hole , particle-particle and hole-hole correlations in a multi-
particle-hole state . We shall use this result in next section .
I
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4-2 The Secondary-Doorway States
We have chosen to describe our secondary doorways as 3p-3h states
coupled to the lp-lh doorways . The energy spectrum of these secondary
doorways may be calculated in the interacting-boson approximation of
Iachello and Feshbach [ section 4-1 ] .
For a better presentation of the boson picture , we first have to
define some useful terminology to be used in the discussion . We begin
with a state in the m-scheme [DE63 ] , in which a 3p-3h state may be
written as
23 14 + ~~~ [ 2.1 1
We call this state as a correlation-free 3p-3h state , or a correlation-
free 3-boson state . This state is an eigenstate of the unperturbed
Hamiltonian H0 having the eigen energy E
t (e [ 2.2 1
where C are single particle or hole energy . We may now turn on the
residual interaction V ; the particle-hole states would interact
The major perturbation is generally due to the particle-hole correlations,
while the particle-particle and hole-hole correlations become also important
when the number of particles and hole increases .
We shall discuss the particle-hole correlations first . To begin
with one-boson state , we define a correlation-free lp-lh state as
+
Wc - 3h> [2.31
We notice that a correlation-free 3p-3h state is a simple product of three
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lp-lh states . When the particle-hole interaction is turned on , the
lp-lh states would be mixed . They do not have particle-particle and
hole-hole interactions , so they have all the correlations they are allowed.
We obtain the one-boson states by diagonalization of the residual
interaction as we did in the case of doorway states . We may now write
a 1-boson state as
If we use these 1-boson states to construct many-boson states ,
these basis bosons would interact through particle-particle and hole-
hole interactions . For this reason we call these 1-boson states the
bare boson states . We may now define a bare 3-boson state by a
product of three bare 1-boson states
13-bosn 1-boson'I, j |(9 bosob 2.5
These bare 3-boson states would then interact through particle-
particle and hole-hole interactions , they already have the particle-
hole interactions built-in in an approximate way . With the full
correlations in the model , the correlated 3p-3h states can be written
as
b&, [Y13 2.6.-l 6? bar
These states are called the three-boson states ( full-boson states )
We shall take these states to be our secondary doorways ; the basis 1-boson
states are to be chosen according to physical applications.
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As we can immediately see that we have separated the construction
of the secondary doorways into two well-defined steps . One should also
realize that if we construct our basis 3p3h states by Eq.2.1 and
calculate the particle-hole correlations directly , we would find that we
have more particle-hole correlations .The extra terms are either the
recoupling terms or the ones which vanish in our applications . We find
the way we treat the 3-boson states as described above is quite convenient
and the boson picture is transparent .
The matrix elements can be evaluated first in the m-scheme and th
then transformed into the J-scheme . In our calculation here , we , however,
begin with the coupled basis 3-boson states . We define the basis state
as T -
>
where we have coupled the particle-hole states (j 2 i)2) and } ( ~j
to an intermediate two-boson state |( 234) , which in turn is coupled
to the third particle-hole state (( 5 ) to form the total angular
momentum J and total isospin T . The index indicates the particular
set of particle-hole states in the 3-boson basis . Graphically we
have
( 2.8 3
-TT
We should note here that there are more than one ways to couple these
1-boson states to a state IJ T>, but they are related by unitary
transformations .
For simplicity , we supress the isospin variables in the formulation
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and only incorporate them in the final result . By definition , a coupled
basis state is
[ 2.9 1
These states are the unperturbed states of the secondary doorway space
They satisfy
[2.10 ]
-T
with the unperturbed energy 8 given in Eq. 2.2 for a particular
J and T values . The states form a complete set of basis vectors in the
q-space , we may ,therefore , expand any vector in the q-space in this
set .
For example , we have defined the secondary doorways satisfying
the equation
( -- o[2.111
where the Hamiltonian H = q [ Ho + V ]q. The solutions are given as
4 T = CST[2121
JT
The coefficients and the energy Eq can be found in a standard shell-model
diagonalization . We have the matrix equation
[E 'I -p ] C% =) 0[2.131
where I is a unit matrix , P I is the Hamiltonian matrix with following
matrix elements :
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%:T S t T 13T
~~ , o > [ 2.14]
The problem is similar to the construction of the doorways ; here
we , however , have to evaluate more complicated matrix elements . In
addition to particle-hole interactions , we have the particle-particle
and hole-hole interactions . We may write
Kj)j~(~~'j4;(Zj3 356;3TI V (3j2Y*3lz1 (j 3j+ 4 (15 j6 ~~I>
+[ 2.15]
The contributions from Ih and are separable; they can be
evaluated at the same time or at two stages as discussed before . In
the interacting-boson picture , we prefer to separate them .
First step is to construct the three bare-boson ( or bare 3-boson)
states by diagonalizing the particle-hole correlations only . We expect
these correlations to be strong and cause mixing in the bare 3-bosons
The particle-hole correlations can be separated into two parts : the
non-recoupling and the recoupling interactions . The non-recoupling terms
are those in which particle and hole within the same bare 1-boson state
interact ; the evaluation of the matrix elements does not involve the
coupling and de-coupling of the bare 1-bosons . A recoupling term may be
represented in the following diagram :
[ 2.16]
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The contributions of the recoupling terms are small compared to the
non-recoupling terms , due to the coupling coefficients [ IA69 ] . The
non-recoupling terms are given as [ IA69 I
J3 JI2J1 ±3J F33  j3J~~ '3214 13-  j 4 4 2,34 2A+ t
SJJj A 1) 1 3 34 24 2,
[ 2.171
where F's are the particle-hole matrix element defined in section 3-4
We have
Fj*3- & ~V 1( jcc tcd> 2.181
Various notations in Eq.2.17 are defined as
jjC. db C [ 2.19]
=& * Cc t C-)+,,t [2.203
We recall that tab and t are the counterparts of jab and j . Each
term in the matrix element represents a particle-hole interaction within
a particle-hole state ( bare 1-boson state ) , multiplied by a normaliza-
tion factor of the other two bosons .
*, as described before , choose the following conditions in our appli-
cation of the theory : ( to neglect the following recoupling interaction )
1,g' 0 = ' =0 [2.21]
p.-
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The particle-hole correlations in the bare 3-boson states are , in our
calculation , identical to the sum of the individual particle-hole
correlations in the 1-boson states.
If we denote the bare 3-boson states by i) , we may write
[ 2.221e T
The coefficients and the energy are given as the solutions of the
equation : ['i -P IC =
where P = + ( Iph *
Finally we may turn on the particle-particle and hole-hole
interactions . We have the matrix element as
To the approximation that we do not alter the coupling scheme for
three basis 1-boson states , i.e. , the coupling order of J1 ,
j56 , we have the following result [ IA69 I
[ 2.231
[ 2.241
E 2.251
the
j34 and
14 S Sy (-) &1t3 3y S31133 ~32-14
[ 2.261
The curly brackets are the 9-j symbols . We see that this correlation is
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independent of the third 1-boson state ( j 1 ) j56> . This is due
to the ' non-recoupling approximation
We now may incorporate the isospin variables into the formulation
The isospins follow exactly the same steps ; there is an isospin counter-
part for each angular momentum variable . To simplify the result , we
shall restrict the values of the isospins to the case in our application
We always have
±1z .C
=o + 2.27)
By substitutions , we may sum over tf and get the final result as
& I- & -* I 
- ~i
L 2.28)J
With these results ,we may proceede to diagonalize 1 in the
pp
bare 3-boson states and mix them to get the ( full ) 3-boson states . If
we write
the coefficients and energy are obtained as the solutions to the equation
E I-Pil] C -= [2.50)
[ 2.31)
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We find also that the coefficients are given as
cr =C.r Cp 2.553
If the off-diagonal elements of are small , it means that
the particle-particle and hole-hole correlations do not mix the bare
3-bosons but just ' dress ' them . The perturbations provide a first-
order energy shift for each state . Under this condition , the boson
picture for the states is particularly useful and transparent . The
bosons tend to keep their ' identities ' once the particle-hole
correlations are built-in
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4-3 Interaction Between the Doorways and the Secondary Doorways
The final matrix element in the T-matrix we need is the coupling
matrix between the doorways and the secondary doorways : Wdd . This
matrix is of particular interest in our discussion , since it leads to
the behavior of the intermediate structure . It turns out , fortunately,
that we can evaluate these matrix elements exactly without too many
complications . There are recoupling and non-recoupling interactions
of particle-hole type .[ section 4-2 ]
The matrix element is
JdIT C /(j 23 )i S& J
[ 3.1]
where , besides the coefficients , we have the matrix elements in terms
of the correlation-free particle-hole states . That is , we have to
evaluate
The simplest interaction is a purely non-recoupling term , which has been
evaluated by Iachello [ IA69] . We also evaluate this term carefully in
Appendix D . There are two other non-recoupling terms and six re-
coupling terms , which we show in Appendix E .
The simplest non-recoupling term is to be taken as our reference
term , which diagramatically is 
-S
[ 3.3]
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The contribution of this diagram is [ c.f. Appendix D ]
Rej + Cert d t cg61_d + c a L,,-
L =34> <t1 1 >/ , )~ vj tCi C ( 23t) ( 2 T+f)KJ41Cl
0 5c 3J, dt &±-T [ 3.43
Eight other terms can be transformed to have this standard form
or a linear combination of the reference terms . This can be done by
unitary transf6rmations which de-couple and recouple angular momenta
Simplifications can usually be found if the s-function conditions in
the reference term Are properly imposed .
The linear combination can then be reduced to a simple product of a
geometrieal factor and a definite reference term .
Further simplification is readily available if we restrict our-
selves to the special isospin variables . We always have
[ 3.61
-t =0 -T i[36
The isospins result in a numerical factor in the expression
We present the results in diagrams and their contributions to the
matrix elements . To make the diagrams easier to read , we choose to
omit the final 1-boson state and replace it by two open heavy lines .
The final state is always coupled in the order defined in section 3-4.
At each interaction vertex , the particle line should always be to the
left of the hole line ; this , as we have chosen , is not shown in the
diagrams for the sake of simplicity .
We list the two ( semi- ) non-recoupling terms as follows
N(2)- 
-3 I ~]js. 2,S~o i4TtS±3 T
3 ~Ntj -t-It J E3 ]N (3)=- 3 [-T
3 [jg4] E-T) 34,5ojz 3.8
[ 3.8]
The recoupling terms are complicated by the manipulations of
angular momentum algebra ; they are otherwise straightforward . Special
attention should be paid to the phase changes in each transformation
They are shown in detail for two typical cases in Appendix E . The
isospins are also incorporated in the following results ; they are
subject to the 6 -function conditions and are simplified whenever
possible .
[ 3.7]
- 941 -
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(i) The first term
R ( l =j + z [12 .
( ii ) The second term
R ( 2 ) (2:4+ 1
( iii ) The third term
We have
3' 3 [ 3.91ReS
p
[ 3.10]
32,
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[ 3.11]
R ( 3)=() js 4 -j4
( iv ) The fourth term
R ( 4 )J= --)ltjgjsttis f i1 -
|2,3he
(vy) Thefif'th term
[ 3.12]
~5 + T
i dr.ir
[ 3.13]
R ( 5 )= ()i+i+ z +i'$ Ljs (.[]
2 -]l ) jz b I Zy
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( vi ) The last term
j2tj(4 *j 3At3*i +15
R ( 6 ) = (--) 12 1%
f 5234t
In summary, the matrix elements can be written as
] S I ~ X C ~3T T= 2 dp C _
[ 3.14 1
[ 5.151
where ( 3
on( ) + (,-3A) [ L."6J
or ~ ~ ~ ~ 23 = 3 .163
In our applications , the second term does not contribute in the sum
As a remark , we notice that the reference term is a non-recoupling
term which does not vanish all the time . In our applications only the
sum of the non-recoupling terms vanishes , but not the individual ones
The fact is that our j J 6 1 5 6  is never the same as \j i2 JT>;
they are orthogonal
-1
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4-4 Mixing of the Doorway and the Secondary-Doorway States A
Re-Distribution of the Dipole Strengths
As we have shown in the formulation , only the doorway states
are excited directly by the photon interaction . These states could be
named the direct components in the reaction , for the reasons to be dis-
cussed in the following . For the same reasons , the secondary-doorway
states are the indirect components in the reaction . If we wish to re-
strict ourselves to the contents of the thesis , the doorways may be
called the dipole states and the secondary doorways the non-dipole states.
The non-dipole states carry no dipole strength .
Generally the picture is described as the following the non-
dipole states are excited indirectly by means of the residual two-body
interactions between the dipole and the non-dipole states [ MI63 ] . This
concept is quite useful . It is essentially a part of our doorway-state
hypothesis . When the number of the doorways is much smaller than that of
the non-dipole states , the doorway picture Also simplifies numerical
calculations . Eq. 2.2.22 ] . Despite its conceptual clarity and
mathematical simplifications , such formulation fails to provide directly
some important nuclear structure information . This includes the detailed
configurational structure of the " compound states " which are directly
responsible for the ( intermediate ) resonances in the cross sections .
In our particular calculation , this model does not give the distribution
of the dipole strengths among the intermediate structure . The doorways
and the secondary doorways , as they stand , can not be identified as any
nuclear compound states ; only their mixtures could be so identified .
IdU
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We are therefore interested in such mixing of the doorways and
the secondary doorways , which would automatically render the re-
distribution of the dipole strengths . Mihailovic and Rosina have alrealr
shown such effects [ MI63 ] . We shall show the scheme in more detail
There are other related works to be mentioned later .
First let us state our aim in the following way we claim that
( 1 ) the intermediate structure is due to the existence
of some nuclear compound states at resonance energies ;
( 2 ) the nuclear compound states are mixtures of the dipole
and the non-dipole states ; the dipole component , and
therefore the compound state itself , is excited directly
by the photon interaction ;
( 7 ) each compound state carries a definite dipole strength as
determined by the amplitudes of the dipole components .
It is clear that the problem is to determine their mixing coefficients
The process is rather similar to the case we diagonalize the dipole
lp-lh states . We now have to extend our nuclear space , and therefore
work with larger Hamiltonian matrix .
To start from the very beginning , we expand the compound nucleus
wave functions *, [ c.f. Ea. 2.1.20 ] in terms of the doorway and
secondary-doorway configurations , which are lp-lh and 3p-3h respectively.
We have
As in usual nuclear structure calculations , the compound wave functions
satisfy the Schr'6dinger equation
Q [ 4.2]
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In these equations , \o() and IP() are lp-1h and 3p-35h configurations
respectively . is the energy of the compound state . As we will
show , re may also write Eq. 4.1 in a simpler way as
- ± 4.3]
wrhere and are the doorway and. the secondary doorway states
The step from Eq. 4.1 to Ea. 4.35 is only a matter of rearranging the
coefficients . We shall begin with Eq. 4.1 in order to give a complete
picture of the process .
By usual separation of the Hamiltonian , the energies S and
the coefficients C and C can be obtained from the following secular
equations
i( C < [ 4.4a]
and
- ' Vcd+ Ev)3 ±1 CZ 1 - lv IH 4.4b]
which are obtained by multiplying on the left the eigen equation , Eq. 4.2,
Kcx and respectively . We should note here that we have
assumed that the basis configurations are orthogonal ; they are eigen
states of H . In matrix form , the coupled equations become
C
vm ~ NI
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where we have defined the matrices
QC = <'cI1HOtVC ''
and v <\V \>
We recall that the matrices Q C and R
been diagonalized , their diagonalization defined our
secondary-doorway states C see sections 3-4 , 4-2 ] .
diagonalizations , we could use the expansion Eq. 4.3
equation Eq. 4.6 becomes
/ - N
Eciu
0
0
<1 IV J>
<J& V c~
E0 PI V/
C
Cc
c1~
clii
[ 4.6a]
[ 4.6b]I
[ 4.6c ]
have actually
doorway and
After such
The matrix
[14.7 ]
which can be solved for the configuration mixing coefficients Cg and C
The diagonal matrix elements Ed and E are the eigenenergies of the
doorways and the secondary doorways , respectively . The coupling matrix
elements <d I V | q > have been worked out in the preceeding section [
c.f. Eq. 3.15 ] . Now it become a simple matter to obtain the energies
and the configurational admixtures of the nuclear compound states .
Generally there are many secondary doorways ; the dimension of
the Hamiltonian matrix is very large . In order to simplify the calcula-
tion , we may include only those q-states which are strongly coupled to
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the doorways in the diagonalization . This is justified by the simple
fact that the mixing coefficients for these " weak " states would be
negligible .
Another interesting feature in the diagonalization is the
" coherent behavior " of the q-states which are degenerate or nearly so
This was pointed out by Mihailovic and Rosina [ M163] . They showed
schematically that a group of ( nearly ) degenerate non-dipole states
would act in concert such that there is only one state , after the
diagonalization , mixed with the dipole states and carrying a large dipole
strength . Other states in the degenerate group would just mix with each
other . This feature also exhibits itself in our actual diagonalization
see Table 10 1 .
Finally we may calculate the dipole width associated with
each compound state We have
44 [ZCL(L Y \4.8]
The dipole width for any state , such as , was defined in section
There are also other discussions concerning the spreading of the
dipole strengths due to the coupling of the dipole states to other motions.
Fujii [ FU65 ] found that the dipole strengths were reduced by mixing
with higher configurations . Drechsel et al. [ DR67 I discussed , semi-
microscopically , the collective correlations between the lp-lh giant
dipole states with hydrodynamic surface vibrations . The approach taken
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by Gillet et al. [ G167 ] was a direct diagonalization of the nuclear
Hamiltonian matrix to obtain the mixing coefficients of , in our
language , P- , d- , and a-states . Kamimura et al. [ KA67 I also
considered the coupling of the quadrupole vibrations with the p-h
dipole states in their study of the fine structure in the giant resonance
12
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CHAPTER V Numerical Results and Comparisons
In this chapter we shall present the numerical calculations in 0
within the framework of our formulation. We also compare our results
with experiments and other theoretical calculations
We begin with a roundup of the nuclear energy levels involved
in our formulation and their decay modes. In Fig. 1, we show the energies
of the low-lying one particle-one hole states (one-boson states) of 016.
These energies are calculated in section 5-1, except the two lowest
states (T=0) which have been shown at experimental values. All energy values
are given relative to the ground state of 016,
We are interested in the photonuclear transition from the ground
state to the compound states in the giant dipole region [20 - 26 Mev],
and their subsequent decay by neutron or proton emissions. The residual
nucleus can be in the ground state (1/2~1) or the third excited state
(3/2~). These states of the residual nucleus have simple one-hole structure.
There are two positive parity states (5/2+ and 1/2+) at about 5 Mev (not
shown), which may have more complicated structure and are therefore
neglected in this formulation. The compound states in the giant dipole
region are mixture of lp-lh and 3p-3h states. In the doorway formulation,
these lp-lh states act as the doorways and the 3p-3h states are secondary
doorways. The doorway states are mainly responsible for the gross
structure of the giant resonance; the secondary doorways are shown to
give rise to the intermediate structure observed.
In section 5-1, we present the results in connection with the
formulation in chapter III (the giant resonances). We define our single-
particle shell-model potential and wave functions for the levels in our
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model space. The treatment of the d5/2 single-particle resonance is
presented by showing the modification on the phase shifts and the potential
scattering cross sections.
We then construct the lp-1h hole states by diagonalizing the
Hamiltonian matrix. Special attention is paid to the J = 1, T = 1
dipole states. The effect of the particle-hole interactions is discussed
in detail. This includes the large energy shift and the dipole
strength concentration on the giant dipole states. The escape widths
are also shown. Finally we calculate the gross structure of the giant
resonance cross section.
In section 5 - 2, we are interested in the microscopic structure
of the secondary doorways and the compound states. The secondary doorways
are constructed within the interacting-boson approximation [section 4 - 2].
The particle-particle and hole-hole interactions are shown to be
important in the two-boson and three-boson states. The couplings
between the doorways and the secondary doorways are calculated and the
configuration mixing is then carried out. This results in the redistri-
bution of the dipole strengths among the compound states. With the mixing
coefficients we have the microscopic picture of these compound states in
terms of the interacting-bosons.
Finally in section 5- 3, we have the final calculations of the
( n) and ( -j,p) cross sections. The results are compared to experi-
mental data. The agreement is generally excellent. The intermediate
structure of the cross sections are closely reproduced.
A general conclusion and remarks for future work will be presented
in the next chapter.
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5-1 General Features and the Giant Resonance
In this section we shall show that the gross feature of the giant
resonances can be reproduced by considering the formation of the doorway
states . Similar shell-model calculations have already been reported and
discussed in the literature [ BU67 , PE69 , RA67 ] ; the results are
generally the same . We however have a slightly different formulation as
noted in Chapter III . Our results will be compared with the Buck and
Hill calculation [ BU67 I and the data of Caldwell et al. [ CA65 ] -
As the beginning , we shall first specify the shell-model poten-
tials which are used to generate the single-particle wave functions .
We approximate the self-consistent Hartree-Fock field by state-dependent
local potentials . The form of these local potentials is usually taken
to be the Woods-Saxon central potential with a spin-orbit coupling of
Thomas type . That is , we have
-
Vws 2 (VZL
-M ypR C 4 YZ Xr.t So
Here /L is the reduced mass of the system . Vws and Vso are respect-
ively the strengths of the Woods-Saxon and the spin-orbit potentials . The
radius of the nucleus is
R = Ro A [ 1.21
where A is the mass number of the target nucleus [ A = 16 1 . The param-
eter a is the diffuseness of the potentials , m X is the mass of TC-
- 1o8 -
mesons . The step function 0(x) is defined as
0 % <O
The Coulomb potential Uc (r) is given by the integration over the
charge distribution of the target nucleus . We have the Coulomb field at
distance r as
00
U~r j'G')rc' c 1.4]
where is the Coulomb paramater between the incident charge Z and
the target charge Z' :
7Z e 1.5
k is the wave number . The charge distribution is taken to be a normalized
Fermi distribution , i.e. ,
Yr [ 1.6a]
t [ 1.6b]
The Coulomb field is therefore parameterized by the radius of the charge
density C and the skin thickness t . These values are determined by
electron scattering experiments [ EL61 ] . We also modify the charge
distribution as in [ AU71 ] , taking into account the finite size of
protons .
The parameters of the potential are chosen to represent the inter-
action of the particle with the rest of the nucleus . For each state we
choose a potential which would give the single-particle bound state energy.
The bound state energy can be taken to be , for example , the separation
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energy of the particle [ BR67] . This bound-state potential is then
extended to describe the interaction of a scattering particle with the
target nucleus . For a resonance state , we choose the potential to
produce the resonance energy . At the resonance energy , the potential
scattering cross section assumes a maximum where the phase shift reaches
the value 70/2 . These parameters are not crucial to the behavior
of the scattering functions ; slight changes give essentially no effect
We show the parameters in Table 1 . They are determined by fit-
ting the bound state energies listed . The single-particle neutron d
3/2
resonance has a width of about 90 key and is not difficult to locate .
These single-particle levels are also shown in Fig. 2 , where we depict
the level structure in a Woods-Saxon well.
Pending the modifications due to the existence of the single-p
particle resonance , we have now completely defined our P-space or the
scattering states Some remarks are in order . We first notice that
the potential is almost the simplest version of the Hartree-Fock field
There are no non-locality , no energy-dependence and no obvious connection
to the nucleon-nucleon interactions . In principle we should use at least
the optical-model potential in describing our scattering states . The
real potential simplifies the calculation ; its use could probably be
justified if a large portion of the nuclear space ( of the Hamiltonian )
is explicitly taken into account
There is no channel-channel coupling in the potential . We have
also assumed a channel , or state , dependence only on the state of the
scattering particle . The difference due to various states of the resi-
dual nucleus is negligible , i.e., we neglect the particle-hole interaction.
TABLE 1 Parameters for Single-Particle Potentials
H
Hj
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We now proceed to remove the ld 1 2 single-particle resonance at
0.93 Mev from the P-space and then define a new P-space , according to the
scheme in section 3-2 . First we have to define a resonance wave packet,
which we take to be proportional to the wave function at the resonance
energy , i.e. ,
nI. w~ 4 E(Rr E 1.7 :i
and vanishes otherwise . The constant is a normalization factor .
wave packet is to be removed from the scattering space ; it is now
considered as the ld 3/2 * bound state " wave function . It can be
ed on the same footing as other bound states in the new ( l - P )-s
the d-and Q-spaces . Of course , we mean here that we consider the
ticle at a state described by the wave packet tR60 is coupled a hol
state to form a particle-hole pair which is a basis vector in the co
gurations of the d- or Q-space .
Accordingly we have to modifg the continuum wave functions
our particular case , there is only one such resonance . We have to
modify only the ld 3/2 scattering wave functions . The original and
This
treat-
pace ,
par,-
e
nfi-
In
its
modified wave functions at the resonance energy are shown in Fig . 3 .
The resonance behavior is removed ; the modified scattering wave indeed
has a very small magnitude inside the nucleus . Other resonance features
include the strong energy dependece of the potential scattering cross
sections and the phase shifts . At the resonance they assume the follow-
ing values :
6S d 0.0
=6.-3 batrns
E =Of3MeV
[ 1.8 ]
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They fluctuate very rapidly near the resonance energy over the width of
the resonance [ -90Kev ] , as seen in Figs. 4 and 5 - The dashed lines
show the effect of the modification . The inset of Fig. 5 shows the
cross section near the resonance , which is completely removed by the
projection method . We are now quite convinced that we have obtained a
smooth P-space . Such modification should be more or less independent
of the wave packet we choose , as we have discussed in section 3-2 .
To show that the anti-resonance effects are mainly self-induced ,
we take the cutoff radius Rcutoff as a parameter . In Table 2 , we
calculate the cross sections at several energies for various cutoff radii.
From our results , we further emphasize the freedom we have in using the
method of removing a single-particle resonance .
The most important effect of the single-particle resonance is in
the calculation of the escape widths . This will be shown later .
Having completely defined our P-space , we finally comment on the
difference between the protons and the neutrons . The scattering wave
functions are quite different due to the effects of the Coulomb potential.
For this reason , we shall consider protons anf neutrons having different
radial wave functions . Proton wave functions contain an extra Coulomb
phase shift , in addition to the nuclear phase shift .
We shall now consider the nuclear compound states . In this section
we are interested only in the gross structure of the giant dipole resonance.
We , therefore , are concerned with the excitation of the doorway states.
Extensive studies have been made on these doorways ; they are mainly lp-lh
states . Such states can be constructed by standard techniques . Their
coupling to the continuum can be evaluated quite easily .
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TABLE 2 Effects of the Cutoff Radius on the Modification of the
Single-Particle Potential Scattering Cross Section ( barn )
Cutoff Energy ( Mev )
Radius
(fm) .943. 1.o4 1.14 1.241 1. 34
UNPROJECTED 5.24 1.03 o.46 0. 0.27CROSS SECTION
9.6 0.019 0.005 0.007 0.008 0.01
6,4 0.0001 0.0059 0.0076 0.0091 0.0112
4.5 0.015 0.018 0.0218 0.0259 0.051
3.2 0.068 0.070 0.08 0.0903 0.099
1.9 0.665 o.63 0.46 0.098 0.56
1. 1.11 o.966 4.9 2.7* 0.25
* could be due to large numerical error in the integrations
H
H
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We may begin the construction of the particle-hole states by defin-
ing the single-particle model space . It is clear from the level struc-
ture of O 6 that we should include the bound states lpl/2 1 lP392 , ld5/2,
2s1 2 and the wave packet ld3/2 in the model space . The ground state
has levels filled up to 1p1/2 . The particle-hole doorway configurations
can be formed simply by lifting a particle from the lp-shells to the 2s-
ld shells . Such states have a negative parity .
The angular momenta of the particle and the hole can be coupled to
various total J values , for both T = 1 and 0 states . Nevertheless , we
are only interested in the dipole states
J 1 , T=1 [ 1.9 ]
As in any nuclear structure calculations , it is convenient to
assume a complete symmetry between neutrons and protons . We can intro-
duce isospin formalism . Although the proton bound-state energies are
pushed up by about 3 Mev due to the Coulomb interaction , the proton wave
functions are not too different from those of the neutrons . We , thus ,
choose the neutron wave functions for both protons and neutrons . The
single-particle wave functions for the levels in our model space are shown
in Fig. 6 .
We list in the following all the possible lp-lh configurations and
their energies :
-l -l
d 12  12  22.77 Mev ; l/ p312  18.57 Mev
-l
d p 1  17.70 Mev ; d p 16.64 Mev 1. 10]5/2 3/2 3/2 1/2
/2 12.40 Mev and d5/2  1 2  11.53 Mev
The last pair will not form a dipole state ; it is a basis configuration
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for other states . We have now defined five unperturbed configurations for
the doorway states . These were first used , in an extreme independent
particle model , to explain the giant dipole resonances ; but their energies
are too low and a nucleon effective mass has to be introduced . As was
first pointed out by Brown et al. [ BR61 ] , the particle-hole states
are correlated by residual interactions . They are also mixed . Such
interactions should be considered properly . The result of the particle-
hole interactions seems to be surprising : the dipole states are pushed up
in energy by several Mev and the dipole strengths are concentrated in one
or two states . These two aspects of the collective behavior of the giant
dipole resonance are by now well known . We shall discuss some quantative
results of such particle-hole interactions .
We have to choose a form of the residual interaction . We take a
zero-range effective interaction in the following form
vi. = 582.3 [ JLt + o.46 TC I S( ri - r ) Mev-fm ( 1.11 ]
where we have chosen the Soper exchange mixture in the zero-range limit
The oscillator parameter is taken to be
b = 1.76 fm [ 1.12 ]
This residual interaction has been quite commonly used in nuclear reaction
calculations [ LE64 , PE69 ]. Its matrix elements are very close to those
of the finite-range version ; the zero-range assumption , however , simpli-
fies the calculations considerably . For example , this allows a defini-
tion of the form factors [ section 3-5 1 .
The perturbations introduced by the particle-hole interaction can
be seen in Table 3 , where we show the radial overlapping integral Fo [
TABLE 3 Radial Integral and Particle-Hole Matrix Elements ( J = 1 , T : 1)
F0 as defined by equation 3.4.14 .
La
H
* Radial Integral
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c.f. Eq.3.4.14 I and the particle-hole matrix elements for J = 1 T = 1
states .We notice that the diagonal particle-hole interactions for the
dipole states are most repulsive and of the order of 2-4 Mev . The off-
diagonal terms are small . The first collective phenomenan of the dipole
states can be explained easily the large energy shifts of the dipole
states are due to first order perturbation of the particle-hole interac-
tions Such perturbations do not introduce configuration mixings ,
which will later be shown to be important to the concentration of the
dipole strengths
To obtain the configuration-mixing coefficients , we have to
diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix according to section 3-4 . Each matrix
with a specific J and T can be diagonalized independently due to the
rotational invariance in space and isospin space The results of such
diagonalization are given in Tables 4 and 5 -
These results can be compared with those of Gillet and Vinh-Mau
[ G164 ] , Beres and MacDonald [ BE67] and also the standard harmonic
oscillator calculation of Lemmer and Shakin [ LE64 ]. Extensive finite-
range force calculations of Gillet and Vinh-Mau find no essential difference
from the simple zero-range force results , for T = 1 states . Low-lying
T = 1 odd parity states of 016 are well described by the Tamm-Dancoff
approximation ; they are not very much affected by the ground-state
correlations . On the contrary , T = 0 states are better described by
Random-Phase approximation [ RPA I in the sense that their energies come
closer to experimantal values For more detailed discussion , one would
find [ G164] to be useful.
One major problem of the T =0 states in our calculation is the
spurious state which has J = 1 , T = 0 . The spurious state describes
TABLE 4 One Particle-One Hole Configuration Mixing Coefficients ( T = 0 )
J (T=o) Energy (s1i 2p;'2  (d,/; 2  (d, 1 p 2  (d, 1 p~ 2  (s, 1 p 2  (05 /2 P2 2 )J (~o)Enrgy ( /32 5/2p3/2 3/2p3/2 3/2P1/2) (s/2p1/2 I 5/1/2
1~ 22.87 0.019 0.1654 0.9859 0.0252 0.0071
17.15 0.5771 -0.5078 0.0691 0.6287 -0.1431
17.03 0.7813 0.2944 -0.0364 -0.5096 -0.2047
11.32 0.2199 -0.2221 0.0344 -0.1688 0.9342
8.89 0.1400 0.7608 -0.1441 0.5621 0.2548
2~ 22.80 0.0051 0.0194 0.9995 0.0193 -ox-161
18.71 0.9970 0.0754 -o.oo66 -0.0107 -0.0117
17.98 -0.0768 0.9887 0.0175 -0.1152 -0.0541
16.79 0.0017 0.1151 -0.0216 0.9931 -0.0073
11.83 o.0076 0.0557 0.0149 0.0012 0.9983
3~ 21.83 0.2472 0.9602 0.1299
16.21 0.9300 -0.1976 -0.3099
8.78 0.2719 -0.1974 0-9419
4~ 18.11 1.0000
H
TABLE 5 One Particle-One Hole Configuration Mixing Coefficients ( T = 1 )
24.45
22.31
19.85
17.43
13.48
-0.0607
0.1225
0.9879
-0.0539
-0.0507
-0.0740
0.9345
-0.1379
-0.316o
-0.0440
0.9714
0.1452
0.0511
o.1806
-o.o84
-0.2173
0.2973
0.0006
0.9297
0.0011
0.0021
0.0483
0.0445
-0.0162
0.9977
2 23.25 0.0278 0.0969 0.9895 0.0712 -0.0755
19.63 0.7429 0.6205 -o.0782 -0.1940 -0.1392
19.16 -o.6686 0.6944 -0.0415 -0.2346 -o.1206
17.43 -0.0158 0.2875 -0.1014 o.9497 -0.0695
12.66 0.0243 0.2020 0.0530 0.0164 0.9775
3~ 24.61
18.72
13.18
4~ 19.59
-0.1370
o.9656
-0.2210
1.0000
0.9899
0.1419
o.oo64
-0.0375
0.2178
0.9753
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the center-of-mass motion of the nucleus as a whole in the shell-model
potential . This problem will also be discussed in next section .
We now identify our lowest J = 1~ , T = 0 state as the spurious
state The major configurations of this state are
(10) = 0.7608 ( d/ 2  12) + 0.5621 ( d5/2 3/ 2 ) + - 13]
It is interesting to see thataccording to the procedure of Elliot and
Skyrme [ EL55] , Iachello also firds the wave function for the spurious
state as
-l -(10) -0.597 ( d P ) -0.801 ( d p;) [ 1.14 ]cm 3/2 1/2 5/2 3/2
which is in agreement with our result within a phase . The major component
of the lowest non-spurious state ( J = 1~ , T = 0 ) is about 87% ; Iachello
finds it to be about 72% after a proper orthogonalization to the above
spurious state [ private commications ]
We should now bring our attention back to the dipole states . We
are here concerned with the second collective nature of the dipole states
the concentation of the dipole strengths . Such behavior is due to some
coherent configuration mixing which depends strongly on the off-diagonal
particle-hole matrix elements .
In Table 5 , we see that the configuration admixtures are small in
essentially all states . The important fact is that some of these coeffi-
cients are coherent , giving rise to a large dipole transition matrix from
the ground state to that particular state . In Fig. 7 , we show the un-
perturbed particle-hole states and the effects of the residual interaction.
The percentage figures show the relative dipole strengths associated with
the state . The dipole strength is defined as , for any state ,V P
unperturbed p-h state p-h interaction
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dipole strength o( k My 1 0 [1.[15 ]
It is interesting to see that the dipole strengths , after the particle-
hole interactions , are concentrated in the uppermost two states . Further-
more , there seems to be no direct connection between the amount of the
configuration mixing and the collective nature of the state . The state
at 24.45 Mev contains only 6c/, admixtures and that at 22.3 Mev only 13%
Their total dipole strength , however , changes from 55.5 % to 91.5 %
It is clear now that the main giant dipole " resonance is due to
the transitions from the ground state to the above two prominent dipole
states . They act as the doorways for the photonuclear reactions . The
fine structure in such giant resonance can then be explained by the cou-
pling of these doorways to some more complicated states . This will be
the topic for next section ; here we restrict ourselves to the giant
resonance only .
Before we investigate further , it might be interesting to show
the common features of this microscopic picture of the giant resonance
and the hydrodynamic description . It was pointed out by Ifberall [ 0B69]
that the two prominent dipole states can actually be identified with the
Golchaber-Teller isospin vibrations [ the 22.3 Mev state I and the spin-
isospin vibrations [ the 24.45 Mev state I . The spin-isospin mode
involves a spin-flip as shown by the major component in the 24.45 Mev
state , i.e. , the ( d3 2 P 2 ) configuration . This point seems to
be very interesting
The dipole strength distribution for the five states is given in
Table 6 . We also show the comparison of the results with the pioneer
work of Elliot and Flowers, and Brown et al. Our result is very close to
TABLE 6 Dipole Strengths for the Doorway States *
Zero-Range Force Elliot and Flowers [ EL581 Brown et al. [ BR61 ]
E(Mev) Strength E(Mev) Strength % Ordinary Force Soper Mixture
E(Mev) % E(Mev)
13.48 1.1 13.1 0 13.9 1 13.7 1
17.143 2.2 17.3 1 17.7 2 17.6 1
CO
19.85 4.3 20.4 0 19.9 1 20.0 1
22.30 64.9 22.6 67 21.5 81 22.2 68
24.45 27.5 25.2 32 25.6 15 25.0 29
For unperturbed particle-hole states the distribution is
s -1 5.%(d p-1 28os/ -114( 51/2 P1/2  ) 5.5% /( d 2 P1  ) 28% ; s1/2 3/2
-1 -1
( d5/2 3/2 ) 50% ( d3/2 P3/2 ) 5.5%
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the finite-range force with Soper mixture . Several other calculations
have also been carried out [ EI64 , G162 , PE69 ]
We may now move to the calculation of the giant resonance cross
sections . For the purpose of a simple illustration , we shall calculate
only the ( (, no ) cross section to the ground state of 015 [ c.f.
Fig. 1 ] . We may take the ground state of the residual nucleus to be a
pure pl/2 hole . There are two channels open , d and s12 particles
coupled to the pl/2 hole .
The nuclear form factors are shovm in Figs. 8 and 9 . A channel
is denoted by the particle state and a superscript 1 or 3 The letter
1 indicates that the particle is coupled to the pl/ 2 hole state ; and
the letter 3 that to the p 3 2 hole state . The photon ground state form
factors are also shown in Fig. 10 . The nuclear form factors were first
introduced by Lener and Shakin [ LE64] without the projection The
projection does change the form factors significantly . In the projected
photon form factors , the d-wave components become very small ; this
indicates that there are very small amplitudes for direct photo-effect for
d-wave neutron emmisions .
With the form factors and the scattering wave functions , we may
calculate the escape coupling of the doorways , -- d/2  . The
energy shifts are generally very small , except at the neighborhood of a
single-particle resonance [ see LE64 , for example I . In our calculation
they are negligible since we have removed such resonances . The fact that
the removal of the d resonance is successful can be illustrated by
Table 7 , where we show such effect at several energies . After the pro-
jection , the shifts are much smaller than the uncertainty in the doorway
energies . They shall be ignored . The escape widths are shown in
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TABLE 7 Modification on the Escape Coupling of the Doorvrays
Neutron Escape Single-Particle Energy in channel ( d3/2 P1/2) Mev
Shift ( Mev) 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
Unmodified 4.65 0.434 0.217 0.142 0.105
Modified -0.114 -0.083 -0.044 -0.0165 -0.0037
Unmodified -3.304 -0.313 -0.155 -0.102 -0.0596
Modified 0.0803 0.0588 0.030 0.011 0.002
Unmodified 2.35 0.22 0.11 0.07 0.054
Modified -0.0565 -0.041 -0.021 -0.007 -0.0006
\1A4
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Figs. 11 and 12 . These quantities are smooth . They are somewhat smaller
than the results of Beres and MacDonald [ BE671] This discrepancy may be
due to the different treatment of the single-particle resonance or , more
apparently , due to the projected form factors we used . The projected
form factors are smaller and oscillating . Such projection , however , is
necessary to guarantee the orthogonality of the channels to the bound-
state wave functions .
The giant resonance cross section ( Y, n0 ) can now be
calculated according to the following T-matrix
/M~ "' v +>%I Hr o'>T = Ti + <[V I> I 1.16 1
dir L E - E + + Y
The result is shown in Fig. 13 The parameter I in the T-matrix was
chosen to be 500 key to simulate the energy average for the cross section
The data is from Caldwell et al. [ CA65 I . Our result is also compared
with the coupled-channel calculation of Buck and Hill [ BU67] . In our
calculation , as expected , the cross section is too large at the main
dipole resonance . This is typical in any shell-model calculation using
real single-particle potential . This disagreement is due to the fact
that we have not included enough channels and nuclear configurations in
the formulation . This fact is partly taken into account by the optical
model potential employed in the Buck and Hill calculation . It is not
surprising that they have succeeded in obtaining the correct magnitude of
the cross section . In the spirit of the optical model , if we energy
average our cross section , we would obtain very similar result as Buck
and Hill .
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Our calculation in this section serves to convince ourselves that
the doorway ( but without secondary doorways ) formulation is indeed
consistent with the previous particle-hole calculations . The proper
treatment of the single-particle resonance and the orthogonality of the
channels to the bound states do not show improvements regarding the well-
known discrepancy of the usual shell-model approach to this problem .
The dipole strengths are too much concentrated in the two states ; no
account can be given to the intermediate structure .
The question of the origin of the intermediate structure remains
open . We shall tackle this problem by extending the nuclear space to
include the secondary doorways . We shall show that the coupling of the
doorways to the secondary doorways will bring about a redistribution of
the dipole strengths and thus the intermediate structure in the cross
sections .
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5-2 Secondary-Doorway States and the Intermediate Structure
By considering only the doorways , we have shown that we are
able to reproduce the general gross description of the giant resonances
We may now consider the secondary doorways and extend the shell-model
description to the intermediate structure . Two important features
about the secondary doorways are the energy spectrum of these 3p-3h
states and the coupling of these states to the doorway states . The
energy spectrum should be in the dipole region 20 to 26 Mev ; the
coupling should be of correct magnitude to produce the structure . We
proceed first to the construction of these 3p-3h states .
In principle we can construct all the possible correlation-
free 3p-3h states by lifting three particles out of the Fermi sea , and
then calculate the correlations between the particles and the holes .
This scheme would involve a diagonalization of a very large matrix and
the procedure is almost hopelessly complicated . By invoking the
interacting-boson approximation , we may have a simple way to treat
this problem . It should be pointed out that the approximation we are
using is even more simplified . In a sense our boson picture is more
restricted . We have neglected the particle-hole interactions which
recouple the bare bosons . They interact only through the particle-
particle and hole-hole interactions [ section 4-2 ] .
We would like to construct the three-boson states from the bare
bosons . We first return to Fig. 1 , where we show all the low-lying
lp-lh states required in our formulation . They are taken to be our
building blocks for the multi-boson states . The correlations between
the the particles and the holes can then be evaluated . Finally bosons
with different configurations may interact and mix .
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In Fig. 1 , a remark on the lowest two states ( T = 0 ) is in
order . These two states are not shown at the energies obtained in the
calculation . These states are complicated due to the fact that we do
not treat the ground state correlations and the center-of-mass motion
correctly . Since we have fixed our origin in space by choosing a
shell-model potential , the problem of the spurious state arises [ BR67 ]
The spurious state describes the motion of the nucleus as a whole ; it
therefore , does not involve any excitation of the nucleus . This spurious
state is shown to have J = 1~ and T = 0 [ BR67 ] and therefore is
mixed with the states with the same quantum numbers . In a oscillator well
this state has an energy about 1/2 "fi W ,which is about 8 Mev for 016
We can not remove this state in a simple way and thus adopt the
following argument : we simply identify the spurious state as the lowest
J = 1 T = 0 state which comes out in the calculation . From Table 4 ,
this state is at 8.89 Mev . We claim that this state contain most of the
spurious state , although other states may also contain some . The state
at 8.89 Mev is therefore removed from our spectrum . Accordingly we have
to identify the next lowest state with the experimentally observed state
at 7.1 Mev . The state we show in Fig. 1 has the approximate wave function
given by the state at 11.32 Mev in Table 4 . This large shift in energy
is probably justified if the ground-state correlations are treated properly
As shown by Gillet and Vinh-Mau [ GI64 I , the T = 0 states are shifted
down in energy by the ground-state correlations . For the same reason ,
we have identified the experimentally observed J = 3 ( T =0 ) state with
our state at 8.78 Mev . The experimental energy of this state is 6.1 Mev
These two states are now considered as our bare bosons . All the T = 1
states shown are the ones we have calculated .
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Taking these bare bosons as bases , we may construct the three-
boson states according to section 4-2 . In the followingwe , however ,
take a digression to construct the two-boson states first and then the
three-boson states . In this detour , we may also obtain some information
about the ground state correlations and the positive-parity states of 016,
The construction of the three-boson states becomes straightforward once
the two-boson states are obtained .
We now couple the lowest two T = 0 states to various angular
momenta J12 as shown in Fig.14 . These angular momentum states are
degenerate and have energies 12.2 , 13.2 and 14.2 Mev . The degeneracy
is removed by the particle-particle and hole-hole correlations
The perturbation due to the particle-particle and hole-hole
interactions is shown in Table 8 . It is important to see that the
perturbation. is very large and attractive . The most interesting point is
that the off-diagonal terms are small as compared to the separation of
the states in first-order perturbation . This indicates that the two-boson
states are not mixed by the particle-particle and hole-hole correlations
to any appreciable extent . This result is useful in the interpretation
of the boson picture .
If the above result is qualitatively true for all multi-boson
states , we immediately envisage a clear boson picture , 'he bare bosons
are strongly correlated by the particle-hole interactions and these bare
bosons are only dressed by the particle-particle and hole-hole interact-
ions . They are not mixed any further by the particle-particle and
hole-hole interadtions.
The fact that the off-diagonal terms are small also simplifies
the calculation greatly . We need evaluate only the diagonal terms .
Low-Lying T=o
(Ji J)J 12
Two-Boson (T=o) State
H
no
Basis Bosons
Fig. 14
statescollective
mTI 8 Particle-Particle and Hole-Hole Correlations in Two-Boson States
(30 )(30) (30)(10) ( )(1)
Configuration
0 2 4 6 2 3 4 0 2
0 -5.524
(30) (30) 2 -1.854
4 -0.872
6 -0.864
2 -0.149 -1.715
(30) (10) 3 
-0.758
4 -0.004 -0.622
(10) (10) 0 -0.886 -4.554
2 -0.040 0.135 -0.957
H
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Neglecting the mixing , we show the spectrum of the two-boson states in
Fig. 15 . They are all positive-parity T = 0 states . We notice that
the correlations resemble very much the pairing forces [IA64 ] . This
is characteristic of pair interactions in nucleus .
In Fig. 16 we show the ' comparison ' of our two-boson states
with experimental levels . Clearly the two-boson states should not be
identified with experiments ; they are not eigenstates of the system
These states should be mixed with the ground state and the four-boson
states at least . This was first shown by Brown and Green [ BR66 I
The mixing should be very large and a completely new spectrum should
be obtained . Nevertheless we may comment on this spectrum qualitatively
First we show that the mechanism of bringing these states down in energy
is the particle-particle and hole-hole correlations , without assuming a
deformed core [ BR66 I . Our calculation also contains no free parameters.
Next we see that the lowest two-boson state we have is at 6.67 Mev . This
state is moved up 1 Mev in our final calculation in order to fit the
experimental spectrum of three-boson states . So let us take it to be at
7.7 Mev . This state is very close to the experimental level 0 at 6.06
Mev . We therefore would conclude that the experimental level contains a
large component of two-boson states . A complete calculation should be Carr-
ied out to give quantitative results .
Finally we may couple these two-boson states to another boson to
make three-boson states . The states which can be coupled to the dipole
states have negative parity and T = 1 . In order to construct these states
we need low-lying T = 1 negative parity one bare-boson states , which are
shown in Fig. 1 .
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By neglecting any recoupling interactions between the T = 1
boson and the two-boson states , we may show a three-boson state as
Fig. 17 . Any interactions between the one-boson and the two-boson states
involve recoupling of angular momentum and are therefore small . In this
approximation , the energy of the three-boson state is simply given by
adding the energy of the one-boson state to that of the two-boson state
The spectrum of the three-boson states is given in Table 9 .
This spectrum should be approximately correct , since it is not
strongly affected by the ground state . We have now succeeded in showing
that the three-boson states are indeed in the dipole region . In order to
reproduce the correct structure in the cross section , we later have to
adjust this spectrum as shown also in Table 9 . The fine-tuning of the
spectrum is readily justified if one keeps in mind the recoupling terms
we have neglected , which could be actually calculated . We shall return
to this point in Chapter VI . The adjusted spectrum is also shown in
Fig. 18 . The lowest state is pushed up by 1 Mev . This amount should
be considered as small , since the particle-particle and hole-hole
correlation is as large as 5.5 Mev [ c.f. Table 8 ] .
Our next step is to evaluate the coupling between the dipole
lp-lh states and the 3p-3h states . There are two types of the coupling
interactions : the non-recoupling and the recoupling interactions . The
non-recoupling interaction vanishes in our calculation . This is easy to
see since the bare bosons in our three-boson states are always orthogonal
to the final dipole states . Therefore we only have to calculate the
recoupling terms . By their recoupling nature , they are small .
We finally obtain the coupling strengths in Table 9 . They are
indeed small .
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TABLE 9 Spectrum of the Secondary-Doorway States and the Coupling Strengths
Coupling Strength to the Doorway ( Mev )
Energy Adjusted Energy Configuration at 22.3 Mev 24.45 Mev
26.74 26.60 (10)(10)2(11) 0.0172 0.0069
26.43 26.60 (10)(10)2(31) 0.0040 0.0016
25.91 25.70 (10)(10)2(21) 0.0518 0.0132
25.78 25.70 (30)(10)4(31) -0.0755 -0.0303
25.62 25.70 (30)(10)3(31) 0.2296 0.0922
25.10 25.00 (30)(10)3(21) -0.1785 -0.0717
24.97 25.00 (30)(1o)2(n) -0.0585 -0.0235
24.67 24.85 (30)(10)2(31) 0.2869 0.1152
24.15 24.85 (3o)(30)o()* 0.4993 0.2005
24.15 24.85 (30)(10)2(21) -0.2774 -0.114
23-31 22.80 (30)(30)4(31) 0.0041 0.0017
23.30 22.80 (30)(30)2(n) 0.1219 0.0490
23.13 22.80 (1o)(1o)o() 0.3610 0.1450
23.00 22.80 (30)(30)2(31) 0.1116 0.0448
22.48 22.80 (30)(30)2(21) 0.1650 o.o663
20.15 21.25 (30)(30)o(11) 0.5903 0.2370
* The state (11) is the 17.43 Mev state
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More important in Table 9 is the fact that there are only a few
states which are strongly coupled to the dipole states . Such states
are also discrete . This consideration immediately assures us that they
would produce isolated resonances ; the actual relative intensities are
solely determined by the coupling strengths . It is interesting to see
that we shall obtain these three essential characters It is not likely
accidental that we get the discrete secondary doorways in the correct
energy region with appropriate coupling strengths . It is easily
recognized that we owe our success partly to the use of the experimental
energies assigned to the two T = 0 bosons . Aside from the afore Mention-
ed ground-state correlations , this can also be justified by considering
the effects of the coupling of these states to the low-lying T = 0 3-
boson states . Such coupling may be of the order of a fraction Mev .
Prior to our final calculation of the cross sections , we would
like to see the nuclear structure information we can get here Although
we have essentially all the preliminaries for the cross section calcala-
tions , neither the doorways nor the secondary doorways can be identified
with the eigenstates of the system . Up to now , we have (1) diagonalized
the doorways and the secondary doorways and (2) evaluated the couplings
between these two spaces . In other words we have constructed the matrix
of the nuclear Hamiltonian in the Q-space . Since the Hamiltonian is not
diagonal , we have to diagonalize the matrix according to section 4-4 .
The nuclear compound states are , then , given by mixtures of bosons from
different configurations ; or the states consist of interacting-bosons
The result of the diagonalization is given in Table 10 . Bdth
the eigenenergies and the configuration-mixing coefficients are given .
For simplicity , we have included only ten ( 10 ) secondary doorways in
TABLE 10 Configuration Mixing Coefficients of 3p-3h and lp-lh States
Unperturbed Eigenstate Energy ( Mev )
Energy Configuration 25.73 25.12 24-19 23.02 22.19 20.93
25.70 (30)(10)3(31) 0.9877 0.1311 -0.0466 -o.o366 -0.047 0.0233
25.00 (30)(10)3(21) -0.0301 0.4894 -0.0677 0.0385 0.0456 -0.0212
24.85 (30)(10)2(31) 0.0401 -0.3507 -0.1335 -0.0669 -0.0774 0.0354
24.85 (30)(30)0(11)* 0.0698 -o.61oo -0.2324 -0.1165 -0.1347 0.0616
24.85 (30)(10)2(21) -0.0388 0.3390 0.1291 0.0647 0.0748 -0.0342
22.80 (30)(30)2(31) 0.0051 -0.0174 0.0269 0.2406 -0.1431 0.0315
22.80 (10)(10)0(11) 0.0152 -0.0514 0.0795 0.7121 -0.4238 0.0932
22.80 (30)(30)2(31) 0.0047 -0.0159 0.0246 0.2203 -0.1310 0.0288
22.80 (30)(30)2(21) 0.0690 -0.0235 0.0363 0.3257 -0.1937 0.0426
21.25 (30)(30)0(11) 0.0162 -0.0504 0.0615 0.1429 0.4518 o.8767
24.25 (11) 0.083 -0.2826 0.9417 -0.1103 0.0155 -0.0755
22.30 (11) 0.0894 -0.2172 -0.0719 0.4721 0.7119 -0.4540
Dipole Strengths I 2.86 6.8 22.9 18.9 33.4 9.4
* see Table 9
Ho
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the diagonalization . Other states are either too far from or too weakly
coupled to the doorways ; such states will not gain any appreciable dipole
strength or mix with the dipole states . After the diagonalization , we
find six " compound " nucleus states which contain large dipole strength
The other six states turn out to contain no dipole strengths . This
particular feature is due to the fact that only one state in each degener-
ate group will have significant dipole admixture [ section 4-4 ] .
There are several interesting results we can compare with experi-
ments . In fig. 19 , we show our calculation as compared to experimental
energy spetrum ; we include only the states which have been identified
to have J = 1~ and T = 1 ( and also a few probable ones ) [ AJ70 , ST69].
There are many other unidentified states in this region . We also note
that many of our levels are degenerate , as shown by heavier lines . The
agreement is excellent . We should also point out that we have used the
ajusted energy spetrum of the 3-boson states . It is most interesting
to see that such highly-excited state can be identified with a microscopic
calculation .
In Table 10 , we see the microscopic structure of these compound
states in terms of interacting-bosons . This calculation actually provides
us the wave functions for these states , which can be used to calculate
various properties associated with the states . For example , we are most
interested in the dipole strengths of these states . Each state contains
two lp-lh components . Their amplitudes contribute coherently to the dipole
widths of the compound states The dipole widths and the relative strengths
are listed in Table 11 , where we also find excellent agreement with various
experiments .
Firk's data is obtained directly from the ( ' , no ) cross
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TABLE 11 Distribution of the Dipole Strengths in the Intermediate Structure
Present Measurements Elliot-Flowers
Calculation [F164] [DE66] [Do67] [EL57]
E i(ev) E % E % E ev) % E fj(ev)
13.48 115 0.75 13.7 6o
17.10 0.5
17.43 224 1.45 17.25 2.0 17-25 5.6 17.2 145 3 17.3 140
18.0 1.5
19.0 4.0 19.0 4.4 19.0 250 5
19.85 453 3.0 19.4 4.0 19.9 8.6 19.4 375 6 20.4 20
20.1 1.5
20.93 1440 9.5 20.9 8.5 20.9 11.2 20.9 650 10
21.6 2.5 21.5 6.3
22
.lj 21.91
22-19 5100 33.4 22.3 40.0 22.4 50.0 22.5 2500 55 22.6 12000
23.02 2980 19.5 23.1 11.0 23.3 10.1 23.1 530 6
24.1] 23.9]
24.19 3500 22.8 24. 3 26.0 24.3 22.0 24.,3 1200 12 25.2 5800
25.12 1oo 6.8 25.2 1250 12
25.73 437 2.9 25.8 1000 10
P
\In
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section [ F164] . The ( ( , po ) data of Denisov and Kulchitskii
[DE66] and the total absorption measurement of Dolbilkin [ D067 ] also
show very good agreement in the dipole strength distribution . Dolbilkin
obtained the widths ev ) according to the Wigner single-level
formula
&.; -br±gim ((6dE [ 2.1 ]
Our calculation according to Eq. 1.15 is about a factor of two larger
We also notice that the sum of all the dipole widths in our case is
15.3 key , as compared to 18.0 key of Elliot and Flowers , and 7.9 key
of Dolbilkin .
A theoretical study of the redistribution of the dipole strengths
in the total absorption cross section of 016 was also carried out by
Yudin [ YU62 I . He considered the couplings of the particle-hole door-
ways to the nuclear surface oscillations . Gillet et al. also showed such
effects in their calculation involving 2p-2h states as the secondary
doorways [ G167 ] .
Some final comments on the " doorways " may be interesting . We
have obtained another point of view about the doorway states in the reac-
tion process . As shown in Table 10 , we now have six compound states
which can be excited directly by the photon interaction with the target
nucleus . Instead of having two doorways , we now have six doorways .
Furthermore the states at 24.19 and 22.19 Mev have the lp-1h dipole states
as their major components . They may be called the primary doorways .
Other states contain smaller dipole states ; they are mainly non-dipole
nature . These are called the " secondary " doorways . The advantage
of such classification is that they can be identified directly with
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experiments . They are closer to the physical processes during an
experiment It is also possible to reformulate a reaction theory
considering these states as the doorways The present formulation
however , has an advantage of being simpler in numerical calculation
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5-3 Photonuclear Cross Sections
We have discussed the structure of the nuclear compound states
in the giant resonance region in terms of the interacting bosons. We
find that the distribution of the dipole strengths axe quite success-
fully reproduced by our calculation. In this section, we return to the
calculation of the photonuclear cross sections.
As shown in Fig 1, we are interested in the following decay modes
of the doorway states
(a) A nucleon leaving the ground state of the residual nucleus:
016( (,.no)0 1 5 and 016( ,p )N15
and (b) A nucleon leaving the third excited state of the residual
nucleus : 0 16( ,n)015* and 016 ( 1 *p)N -
The ground states of 015 and N1 5 are taken to be pure Pl/2 neutron and
Pl/2 proton holes respectively. The third excited states are taken to
be pure P 31 holes [MU69] . Decay to the first two excited, positive-
parity states is much more complicated and is not considered here
These two states will also enter our discussion in chapter VI
Our calculations will be based on the following T-matrix
[c.f. Eq. 2.2.22]
with and taken to be parameters. Here we have neglected the
formation of the doorways through virtual excitations of the continuum,
which is mach smaller than the competitive term
As we have stated in section 2-3 , the parameters F and
should be determined by the integrated cross section (over the energy
region of interest) . For a rough estimate , we impose the following
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condition 2(ovMev
) y) 0) [ 3.2]
2o.5 Mu
where the cross section is related to the T-matrix by
0Y,
These equations are givenin Appendix C.
The value 17.0Mev-mb is colse to the experimental value 15.2 Mev-mb
of Caldwell et al [ cA65] from 21.5 Mev to 26.Mev . We have chosen the
ground state cross section for this purpose , since it is better known.
We also see that the parameters should be the same for all the reactions
we shall consider . Pending the discussion in the next chapter we now
simply set these two parameters to be equal . From condition [ 3.2 ] ,
we find
= -V = 400 Kev [3.5]
We recall that describes the coupling of the q-states to more
complicated states . These complicated states are generally numerous
We therefore would like to energy average over such fine structure . So
actually should account for both the spreading widths for the q-states
and such energy average . In our calculation , the intermediate structure
has a level spacing of about 1 Mev; our choice of about 400 Key for such
energy averaging is quite reasonable . On the other hand, the estimate
of has to be related to some experimental facts concerning the
possible decay to other open channels [ DE66] . Theoretical consideration
will be given in the next chapter .
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With the parameter fixed , the spreading widths and shifts
A d and Fd ) are shown in Figs. 20 and 21 . They are very strong func-
tions of energy . The fluctuation in the T-matrix immediately give rise
to additional structure in the cross sections . Before we discuss the
complete final calculations , we find it interesting to show some results
related to the optical-model T-matrix calculations [ c.f. section 2-3 ] .
First of all we have introduced some sort of energy averaging in
the T-matrix when we assign the value of V , as we have discussed before.q
Taking the Lorentzian energy-resolution function [ Eq. 2.3.1 1 , we may
add the parameter I in the denominator of the resonance T-matrix , i.e.,
we write the denominator as
t [53.61
neglecting V . Although A (E) and Pi(E) are energy-dependent ,Xd dd
is always positive and d is real . The T-matrix is therefore always
analytic in the upper-half complex plane . Eq. 2.3.3 is valid . We note
that the direct T-matrix is assumed to be smooth over the energy average.
The typical behavior of the optical cross section under various
values of I is shown in Fig. 22 , where we show the ground-state neutron
cross section as an illustration . It is interesting to see that the peaks
in the cross section are very sensitive to the value of I . The valleys
are , however , not filled up by increasing the energy averaging . This
results in a reduction of the integrated cross section . Such phenomenon
is obviously undesirable . It becomes clear that this type of energy
averaging should not be used with any sharp resonances . Anyway an optical
model calculation is never expected to give more than the gross structure
of the cross sections . Naturally we feel quite uncomfortable about the
seemingly arbitrary integrated cross section in this type of calculation
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The idea of fixing the value of in order to reproduce the
integrated cross section comes in at this point . We realize that there
are some open channels for the q-states which we have to take into account
by the parameter . We now return to the complete T-matrix in Eq. 3.1
and impose the condition Eq.3.3 to define a zero-resolution cross section.
We shall deem this step as the first necessary theoretical consideration
prior to any comparison with experiments
Taking again the ground-state neutron channels , the zero-resolu-
tion cross section is shown as the dashed line in Fig. 23 . This represents
the idealistic spectrum which could be observed by an experimental apparatus
with perfect resolution . We have not introduced any energy averaging
yet . The energy average can be carried out in two forms :
( a ) the optical-model average cross section
or ( b ) the realistic average cross section
For optical-model energy average , we may write the denominator of
the T-mratrix as
( E - Ed Ad + i ( Fd/ 2 + x/2 + I/2) [3.7
The zero-resolution cross section corresponds to I = 0 . With increasing
values of I , we average the T-matrix in the optical-model sense . As we
have discussed in section 2-3 , such averaging process gives only the optical
cross section , to which a fluctuation cross section must be added in order
to keep the integrated cross section as a constant . The fluctuation cross
section can be added in various fashions . We may now increase the value
of I and assume a constant 6(E) , until we obtain a optimum fit to the
experimental cross section . We find that
I = 400 key and A6(E) ' 0.8 mb [ 3.8 ]
We have thus obtained the optical-model average cross section <6(E)>opt
as shown by the solid line in Fig. 23
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We have now devised a definite procedure to carry out the energy
averaging in an optical-model calculation . This scheme is particular
useful when the zero-resolution cross section is too sharp to be convoluted
with an experimental resolution . Although there is no reason for the
fluctuation cross section to be a constant or otherwise , this definite
means may prove to be useful in some cases .
In our case , fortunately , it turns out that we could conveniently
average over the zero-resolution cross section . This process is more
realistic and should be used whenever we try to compare the results
with experimental data . We shall present all our final results in this
scheme .
In Figs. 24 through 27 , we represent the zero-resolution cross
sections by the dashed lines . In all cases , the parameters F and
are kept to be 400 key The average cross sections are given by
[ Eq. 2.3.15 ] , 0o
< G - (octy JEJ[5.9
0
The averaing function is Lorentzian . We represent the averaged cross
sections by the solid lines in these Figures . The energy resolution is
denoted as AE in the figures The threshold energies for the reactions
are given as
( Y, P ) Eth =12.12 Mev ; ( p ) Eth = 18.43 Mev;
( Y no ) Eth =15.67 Mev ; ( / , n ) Eth = 21.84 Mev.
[ 3.101
In Fig. 24 , we show the ground-state neutron cross section , as
compared with the experimental data of Caldwell et al. [ CA65] . The
general agreement is excellent . The magnitude of the cross section at
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22 Mev is now correctly reproduced by the calculation . It is rather
interesting to see that the relative magnitudes of the resonances in the
intermediate structure are accurately exhibited . Other experiments ,
as mentioned in the Introduction , essentially show the same intermediate
structure . The fine structure observed in the 22 Mev peak is generally
referred to as isospin mixing . We , however , should remark here that
such structure and other possible fine structure can also be reproduced
in our calculation if the spectrum of the secondary doorways is properly
adjusted .
In Fig. 25 , we show the excited-state neutron cross section
The residual nucleus is at 6.16 Mev excited state ( 3/2) . The data
is from [cA65] . The resonances at 22.5 and 23 Mev are reproduced
reasonably well ; the cross section at 24 Mev is about a factor of 2
smaller than the calculation . The resonance in this region under poor
resolution was found to be about 1 Mev , as shown by the measurement of
Yergin et al. [ YE64] . This is consistent with our calculation .
A more detailed investigation in this region must be carried out to shed
some light on the discrepancy .
In Fig. 26 , we have the ground-state proton cross section
The result is compared with the electro-disintegration experiment [ D0621.
In the data , it is assumed that the residual nucleus is at the ground
state . The ( s, pr) cross section of Baglin and Thompson [BA69] has
the same structure and is of comparable magnitude as in Fig. 26 . The
theoretical calculation gives smaller ( (, p0 ) cross section which is
inconsistent with the fact that the proton and neutron cross sections
are nearly identical in the giant-dipole region [ WU68] . The structure
in the cross section is , however , well reproduced in the calculation .
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In Fig. 27 , we show the excited-state proton cross section
The experimental points are from [CA67] . The dash-dot line represents
the total cross section , which is derived from the 900 differential
cross section of [DE66] . We assume the differential cross section to
be
= A +A 2 2 (cos& ) P2) [( .11 ]
and the total cross section is
=4C  Ao [ 3.12]
The values of A2/Ao have been measured and have an average of
about [ST63 , BA69 , JU7o ]
A2
A = -0.5 [3.13]
The total cross section is then
6 ~ (D.0 -- (b
The agreement of our calculation with the data of [ DE66] is
very good Other experiments [ CA67 , 14065 ] do not agree
Some final remarks are in order . We have obtained general1': gooc
agreement with experiments 
. We did not use to parameters V7 and
to fit integrated cross sections in each individual cases ; the cross
sections come out to be quite close to the experimental values for all
cases under investigation . We have successfully demonstrated that
the intermediate structure is due to the mixing of the 3p-3h states writh
the lp-lh states . They are electric dipole states ( J = 1~ , T = 1) .
The states responsible for the intermediate structure have now been shown
to be the mixtures of states described in Table 10 .
---... so.1m, a .. .2.- .. - . -... --- .s. . -w.ww--a m... h- ,mamil i-, s.1 1 elb . " ' - --N--
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CHAPTER VI Conclusions and Prospects
In this chapter , we shall summarize the investigation we have
accomplished on the intermediate structure of the giant resonances of
01 6 .We shall also discuss possible extension of the formulation to the
related problems .
The summary is given in section 6-1 , where we recall some new
features which we have incorporated into the formulation . This includes
the orthogonal channels , treatment of the single-particle resonances ,
the possible ground-state correlations and the microscopic description
of the compound states formed in the photonuclear reactions . Finally
we present the experimental evidence which supports the value of
we have used in the calculations .
In section 6-2 , we show the possible re-formulation of the
problem by considering the compound states as the doorways for the
reactions . This would enable us to relax the doorway-state hypothesis
- 174 -
6-1 Conclusions
We have formulated a unified theory of photonuclear reactions ,
in which nuclear compound states are separated into the doorways and the
secondary doorways plus the X-space The doorways are shown to be re-
sponsible for the gross structure of the giant resonances . The coupling
of the secondary doorways to the doorways is shown to give rise to the
intermediate structure in the cross sections The techniques we have
used are essentially the same as the ons used in the " intermediate
structure" formulation [ FE671 for nuclear reactions We are , however,
mainly concerned with the secondary doorways which give rise to the
intermediate structure . This leads us to neglect the X-space and treat
it by a parametrization tmigh the parameters 7 and F .qx
One interesting point in our reaction formalism is the proper
definition of the zero-resolution cross section . This cross section
was never discussed in previous reaction formalisms or in any cross
section calculations . We find it to be very useful and , apparently
necessary in comparison with experimental data .
There are also several new features in the shell-model formula-
tion We have orthogonalized our open channels to the bound-state
orbitals , which makes the continuum space orthogonal to the compound
states . The treatment of the single-particle resonances has also proved
to be simple and convenient , especially when used in the projection-
operator formalism The doorways are constructed in the usual Tamm-
Dancoff approximation The resonance wave packet is projected out of
the the continuum and is considered as a " bound-state orbital " in the
model space . The results of the doorway state calcualtion are not
very different from the previous lp-lh calculations .
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In our calculation , we also digressed to discuss the energy
spectrum of low-lying 2p-2h states ( T = 0 ) . These states were
calculated in the interacting-boson approximation . The particle-
particle and hole-hole correlations were found to be very important ;
the energies of the 2p-2h states were brought down very much . This
shows that a strong mixing with the ground state is possible . In this
respect , Iachello has carried out a complete calculation of the inter-
acting-bosons up to hp-4h configurations [ TA69] . Although he has
parameterized the interaction matrides in a schematic way , his results
are in quite good agreement with experimental spectrum ( T = 0) . Here
we would therefore propose to do a complete realistic calculation , using
a simple force ( e.g. the zero-range force ) to calculate the interacting
matrices and constructing the microscopic structure of the lawlying
excited states of 0 . This method should also be tested in other closed
shell nuclei .
The most interesting and important aspect of this work is the
formulation of the secondary-doorway states and their couplings to the
doorway states . We have shown that the interacting-boson approximation
has successfully reproduced the 3p-Sh states in the giant-dipole region
This shows that the particle-particle and hole-hole correlations are very
important in 3p-3h states and can not be neglected ( as usually so in
Tamm-Dancoff approximation or RPA ) . The couplings between the doorways
and the secondary doorways are evaluated in terms of the n6n-recoupling
terms and the recoupling terms The interacting-boson approximation
neglects the recoupling terms , so we have actually carried out higher
order terms , i.e. the recoupling terms , which are the only non-vanishing
matrix elements in our formulation . We have also carried out the
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diagonalization of the interaction matrix in the doorway and the second-
ary-doorway spaces , which gives the energies and the configuration
mixing coefficients for the compound states . From this microscopic
description of the compound states , we have calculated the re-distri-
bution of the dipole strengths in the giant resonance region . The
agreement in both the energy spectrum and the dipole strengths is very
good . This result is encouraging . We seem to have a very successful
nuclear model for the excited states , especially the collective states
In the final calculation of the cross sections , we have been
able to reproduce the intermediate structure observed in the ( ', no)
and ( 7 , p) reactions . The fit is excellent both in magnitude and in
the intermediate structure of the cross sections . The structure in the
( ' ,po) is well reproduced but the magnitude is not correctly
predicted . The theoretical result of ( y', n ) cross section does
not agree with the data of Caldwell et al. [ CA65] . There are also some
conflicting data , e.g. the excited state proton cross section [ CA67 and
DE66] and the excited state neutron cross section [ CA65 and YE64 ]
A more consistent experiment must be carried out in these cases
Our calculation strongly supports the following points
( 1) the lp-lh dipole states are mixed with 3p-3h
states to a great extent ;
( 2) the resonance states in the dipole region are
mainly J = 1~ , T = 1 ( eletric dipole ) states
The degree of mixing can be seen from Table 10 . Noticeably the state
at 22.2 Mev now contains only 50 % lp-lh configurations . The states
at 21 and 23 Mev each contain about 25 % lp-lh configurations . On the
other hand , the state at 24.2 Mev remains as a pure lp-lh state .
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Some exoeriments may be called for to verify our calculations.
Especially we suggest better angular distribution measurements of the
1 ( e Y 16photonuclear cross sections . The C He', / ) 0 measurements could
also test the population of the 3p-3h states , such experiment has been
carried out in several cases [ SC56 , KU64 , PU66 , WE62 ] The result
of [ PJ66 I did show two distinct resonances in the dipole region
We have summaarized the results of our calculation We now turn
to the discussion of the two parameters , j' and V , we have used
to define our zero-resolution cross sections The parameter , as
we indicated before , involves very cdaplicated configurations . A
quantitative discussion seems to be impossible , the only reasonable
argument is that this parameter ( chosen to be 400 key in the calculation)
is in the order of the energy average needed to smear out the possible
fine structure within the intermediate structure A test o f the depend-
ence of the relative cross sections in the intermediate structure on the
value of has not been performed ; it might prove to be interesting
when the cross section itself is measured more accurately
In the folliring , we shall discuss some justification for the
value of w re have used ( = 400 key ) from experimental data . A
proposed theoretical calculation will be presented in the next section
If we interprete our T-matrix in a slightly different ray ,it
is not difficult to see that the parameter rx describes the coupling
of the doorrays and the secondary doorways to the open channels which
have not been taken into account in our calculations . As shovrn in Fig.
28 , there are two positive-parity states below the 3/2~ excited state
The decay to these positive-parity states constitutes about 25 % of the
total decay modes .
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For a quick estimate of the order of the decay width to these
positive states , , we may first assume
6( to the positive-parity states ) Cx
to the ground and third excited states) c4 [ 1.2 ]
We may now take the branching ratio from Fig. 28 and write
D5 VD
k7 1.5 ]
or
rX AS[1.4]
which gives the following result
5 Ke1.5]
if the escaping width is taken to be
' =[ 1.6 ]
There are disagreements in the branching ratio ; for example , Caldwell
gives the branching ratio to the positive states as [ CA67]
( Ai = 14 , [1.7]
Then the decay width is
400 kev [1.8]
From these considerations , we are convinced that the value of
x in our calculations is consistent with experimental data . It is
obvious that we can no longer impose strict doorway-hypothesis , since
the secondary doorways cen now decay to the positive-parity states for
the reason to be discussed in the next section . This fact can also be
easily seen from the behavior of the cross sections in Fig. 28 . One
particular feature in these cross sections is that they do not have the
same intermediate structure as the ones we have calcualated .
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In Fig. 28 , we see a big bump in the cross section measurement
of [ DE66] . The speculation is that the dmsity of the -p-Sh states is
very large in tlis region and that there is no lp-lh doorway , so the
35-Sh states have to decay without a doorway . In other words , the
3p-Sh states now act as the doorways . A simpler picture could be given
if we recall Table 10 . Each compound state is a mixture of lp-lh and
3p-Th states ; these states now can decay directly to the continum .This
view is also supported by the data of [YE64] , where the cross
section has a maximum at 23 Mev and at 25 Mev ( where there is little
lp-lh states ) .
Better measurements on the above cross section willbe useful
and can serve a test of The proposed calculation in the next section
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6-2 Put iire Work
There are various interesting open questions connected with the
formulation in this thesis We shall outline some immediate extensions
of- the work and then discuss the calculation of the parameter
We may try to formulate a T-matrix , in which the compound states
as listed in Table 10 can be considered as the doorway states . This has
the advantage of being realistically related to the experimental obsverbles,
such as the resonance energies Iand the wave functions of the compound
states . This formulation also enables us to relax the doorway hypothesis
to the secondary doorways ; we have now no " secondary" doorways.
Next it is also desirable to investigate the analytical property
of the various steps in our treatment of the single-particle resonances
Taking a resonance as a pole in the complex energy plane , it should be
possible to show exactly how the pole is removed in the projection This
may give some insight to the fact that the modification is quite independent
of the wave packet we constructed . An application of this method was
made by Pradhan in his calculation of the core-polarization effects on
18
the spectrum of 0 ( private communication )
In the interacting-boson approximation , the recoupling terms
are neglected . It will. be interesting to evalute these recoupling
terms and compare the result with the energy shifts we allowed for ad-
justing the spectrum of the -p-Sh states . The recoupling effects may
be more important when more particles are excited . In order to keep
the boson picture clear , we hope that particle-particle and hole-hole
correlations be diagonal A further investigation along this line
should be useful. A comnlete calculation of the low-lying spectrum of
016 or other closed-shell nuclei would be a very good test of the boson
approximation .
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In connection with the parameter x in the T-matrix , it
is also interesting to calculate the cross sections shown in Fig. 28
These reactions lead to the states of the residual nucleus with positive-
parity. To do such calculations , we first have to construct the wave
functions for these residual nucleu states These states are believed
to have more complicated structure than the odd-parity states , which
are taken to be pure 1h-states
The ground state of A = 15 nuclei is a pl/2 -hole coupled to
16
the 0 core . The most probable positive-parity states may be the
16
states with pl/2 -hole coupled to low-lying collective states of 0
Such consideration is usually referred to as the weak-coupling model
16The lowest collective states of 0 are those we already used
in section 5-2 The unperturbed positive-parity states may be shown as
Energy
7/2, 5/2 6.1 Mev
3/2, 1/2 7.1 Mev
The energy is given relative to the ground state of the residual nucleus.
We now have to evaluate the following interactions : the particle-hole
and hole-hole correlations ,
[2.2]
We hope that the above considerations will give the spectrum of
the positive-parity states We assume the result to be as follows
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13
7.1 ,
r.. 12 .332 [ 2.3 ]
2 53o Mev
5+ 5282
Now we have the configurations for the positive-parity states
They are lp-2h states in the 016 field . If this is granted , the
parameter can then be calculated in terms of the following
diagrams : [ open channels ]
and
Doorways SE
Dc
where the double bars represent scattering particles
[ 2.4 1
condary
orways
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21 22 23 24 25
EY (Me v) Fig . 28
3.0
2.0
1.0
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Appendix A Modification of the Continuum Wave Function , Phase Shift
and the Green's Function
In this section , we shall deal with the modification on the wave
function , the phase shift and the Green's function due to the removal of
an arbitrary component in the continuum space . We begin with the
Schr'odinger equation for channel c ,
(E - H),E 0 [A.l ]
We also assume that there is a particular state q to be
projected out from the complete wave function , .
The new Hamiltonian H r not containing the state
given by
. p - '~R(1R HrrE
removed , or
, is
E A.21
and the modified Schr'dinger equation is
~E - t cE *Pe 0 [ A.3 I
where we have defined the new wave functions VcEm - We also impose
the orthogonality condition between the new states and the removed state
- O [ A.4 ]
With the above equations [ Eq.1 to 4 ] ,
following integro-differential equation for
we may obtain the
(6E- HL)CE. < A4R R -1?p c
whose solution can be written for out-going waves as
[ A.5 I
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c(j:
(t )
1I-+\<4 r Cr> [ A.6 ]
The Green's function G +is E - Hc  ie ) of the original
Hamiltonian . Multiplying on the left by Z4 .1 and using the ortho-
gonality condition , we have the matrix
4 ( >
+Rj p I2 cE (+ *7
The new wave function is , therefore , related to the original one by
the relation
=
[ A.8 I
In order to
wave functions , we
wave functions
<,t)
demonstrate the relation between the single-particle
may use the channel representation for the many-body
[ A.9 ]
4 r [ A.10 1
and ^- C
"-C-i-) S [ A.ll ]1
It becomes easy to show that the single-particle amplitudes are related
by a similar equation as follows
(I (O-) f Y-J~ ~) _E 4CRi) C) -- 1  Cn A ) -
where Ev'Jis the single-particle Green's function ,
[A.12]
C I txP <4, 14c'F>
<1\ Ia G 'C ) k",
Ejv) tp,.,,(r)
T r
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We may now try to relate the new phse shift and the old phase
shift . This can be done by investigating the asymptotic behavior of the
modified wave function . We begin with the equation
c~i L+ [ A.13 I
In coordinate representation , we have the asymptotic form for
IC,E > as
[ A.14 ]
The Green's function can be vrritten as
we th r ua a the irreula souJt (V [
where the regular and the irregular solutions have the asymptotic
behaviors
and
c i r--79 + Sce)
Tc c0s k.x- + c(E))
[A.16 ]
[A.17 ]
respectively . This gives the asymptotic expression for the Green's
function as
tE )
The integral
S C (e))
[ A. 17
\ R> has the asymptotic form as
6tc(=) [ A.18 ]
where we have defined
I LS gr) "I (r) 2j dY r
The overlapping integral
I
[ A.19 1
. Rcr)
C Sii dr- 9+ ScCEL
Y'r- + 3c CES
(R c is just
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[ A.20 ]
If we define the factor
S,
we , then , have
2-rR CC d ' -
z I R\ = - n [ bja) *a 0C.5)1Qc()
The asymptotic behavior of '4 can be obtained by substitutions
of Eq. to into Eq. . We have
[ A.23 ]
which can be written as
(ISin 
- [ A.24 I
The quantity Le() is called the phase modification ,which can be
related to a. (E) and bc (E) by
e
From Eq.
2~C~) _ bc~C~) ~. LL~) [ A.25 I
cC(Q t L CCE)
, we see that the wave function is only shifted by a phase
and the new phase shift is simply given by
-V
[ A.26 ]
which is unitary .
[ A.21 ]
[ A.22 ]
W CF)?0 CE
Y--, , AID E (E)
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Next we would like to show the relation between the Green's
functions . The Green's functions are defined by the usual equations
( E - Hr,) c*= I [ A.27
- ~) ~) 1
By the definition of p , we may rewrite Eq.
[ A.28 ]
as
[ A.29 I
Here we have made use of the fact that
space , such that
~ )
Eq.
is no longer in the new
[ A.30 ]
has a solution as
(,+) C -
which gives
<, Hp,") G <,+eR CT( [ A.32 ]
< sbtttoG 1, w4at oa
By substitution , we immediately obtain
GcI +z
I A.155 I
The single-particle version of theis equation can be shown to be
3C)
3e6C
9EC rRi U(i) 2Z
ff"PR CY-)r
if the channel representation is assumed .
[ A.31 ]
W L6)
g. CrAr
'rr'
C (t
qEC~,r
fl-s 'S1IR NYl&acirr
E A. 31
1E - H G
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Appendix B Electric Multipole Matrix Elements
We are interested in the matrix elements of photon-nucleus interaction
operator Hy (jx) between the ground state and a doorway or continuum state
The interaction can be written in terms of the operator M I (IL) which
depends only on the coordinates of the nuclear system . The matrix element
we need is
TT I Mr(P) 0 [ B.1
The operator My (BE, ,u) is given as [section 3-5]
'IXa (29+1 . Y B.2
In second-quantization form , the matrix element is
)ijt1 Wt1T (p + T
(o et
or I I T
Mt, t.L[ B.4]
For easier manupulations , we first define the quantity
which removes a particle from state ( x Ezi Mb) to Ii " -
The operators T3 and T ,,f) act on two independent spaces ,
we may separate the matrix into two factors in angular momentum and isospin
spaces ; we have
)= (m l> NIYY.y.(dz2> [ B.6 ]
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We may now introduce the Wigner-Eckert theorem [ ED57
operators :
.L2
(*~ 1I~(I~)
and
(9.j20
The reduced matrix elements are given as [ DE63
I for the tensor
[ B.7 ]
[ B.8 ]
I
(-AITrHt) 2 (
(~ uY~U~1) -13T] *jt.- I, 2 2 3 (k, g1 Y( DIX)
where the radial integral is
( |Y 1rI>12 = I _-y2. _ 2 2 ~ r,2j [ B.l1 I
and the reduced matrix element of the spherical harmonics is
4-1.X ( 0,0 [ B.12 ]
The matrix element can
e >-)
(-)a~ 1
, therefore , be written as
Al 172-~~I 1I~ZIL~11U~22I Li]
-: J (-±i
.I A C
<4131 I r-- I k2~l>
In Eq. B.4 , we have to sum- the magnetic substates , i.e. ,
. .L .M- T+I
.J9'IvI 1 4 2T±
[ B.9 ]
[ B.10 ]
[B. 131
have to do the following sum :
4, t lM2 ,- . T
Mts 1 it2
we
[ B.14 ]
.l.tztil~ab.Lm-zM=,
Lra M (:-)
2-2
I-
mi -Azf.) m-S2-
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In obtaining Eq. B.14., we have employed the relations [ ED57
( / 2A -g2:-.N)) 23+j 8- M.
and
*z-wA.,-T T ii~
By substitutions , we arrive at the result
( $T yEC.) 
~- 2oi 1) +
2-TrI TT
e 2 t41i.
C
[ B.17 ]
For E 1 transitions , the expression is given in section 3-5 .
B
[ B.15 1
[ B.16 J
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Appendix C Total Cross Sections
In this section , we derive the expression for the total cross
sections in photonuclear reactions . The purpose is to show how the constant
factors appear in the formula . These factors depend on the normalization
of the wave functions and photon flux .
The cross section may be defined as the transition rate per unit
incident photon flux . The transition rate is
jj T T S[ C.1]
where is the density of the final state . The incident photon
flux is [EI70 I
C
br -- e photon / aera / unit time [C.2 ]
The cross section is , then , given by
Y H[ I.3 ]
where we have used the normalization of the continuum wave functions
so that the density 9(E is unity
In terms of the operator M ,we have
here we have used the simplified notation
= ~ ~ IHpct I P" <' *b. C.JL [c6]EdEj t
man
-1
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In terms of the dipole operator
A ,
D 3I =1 )If [ C.7 I
the cross section is
3\
[ c.8 ]
with the notation defined by
SE -E Apj rF/2  r D( [c.9]
If we average over the initial target states , the photon
polarization p. and the final states , we have
6 4-it I z2($ -~. A-M 4Lg() [C.10]
where I is the target spin ( we take I = 0 in our applications )
For El transition , we see that the sum over M vanishes due to SMg
[ c.f. section 3-5 ] . Furthermore the T-matrix is independent of )-
we have
[0.11]
The total cross section for each residual nuclear state 7x ,for J = 1 ,
is
tI2..
[ 'C.12 I
This is the final expression for the cross section we use in
numerical calculations . We consider the residual nucleus can be in
its ground state or one of its excited state .
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As an excercise , we shall show in the following that the factor
in Eq. can also be obtained in an elementary way . For this
purpose , we may take only the direct term in the T-matrix , for simplicity
The process involves an incident photon in state 1kphI and a
final nucleon plane-wave state ; we have the final state as
e, Y,[ C.13 ]
Using the plae-wave expansion as follows
L 4 n[ C.14 ]
the final state can be written as
4T[ c>'[C.15]
where we have defined
M, rots s [ c.16 )
If we couple the final state to a definite angular momentum J
4-II t(.M [g C.17]
and use the relation , neglecting the distortion of the plane wave ,
(.r) ey. ) \) A7 M [c.18]
we obtain the final state in terms of the continuum wave function ";Jas
.. loCEM i 3 Hg
3K sA V" M, C- 019 ]
The direct T-matrix is given as
H =EIv\> [1 c C.20 ] c ' r 4
[ C.o 0]
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The cross section for the plane-wave state is given by
cY ( 3_
where the factor I Yn - is the density of the final plane-wave
state . By substitution , we have
RicEm jZ
, ECmr
K'-yi T zM
mI-
C rr timjm < C.2
[C. 22 :
or explicitly
jE. = Ci~J.A <M
*'A
~ J*(M p)1o>C S
In order to get the total cross section , we have to integrate
over the directions of k . The result , for each residual nuclear
state , is
YM M J. ~ L i 4 r1-4xM C.24]
where we have used the orthogonality relation
Using the relation
s 2 1 C 
s a ' o
wwe may sum over the spin pro jections %,NsM and obtain
[ C.21 ]
ct.6\
[ C.23 ]
I JI
kyC VA.M
[ C.25 ]
[ 0.26 ]
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3M,3M [ C.27 ]
We now may also carry out the sum over the magnetic substates
of the residual nucleus and devide by the statistical factor [ I ] , we
have
I2I) [ C.28 ]
For the reason stated before , we have - . and the result is
just
- 2-It1) } () O[ C.29 ]
For J=l, wehave
6_-(4 (EIY) o' [ C.30(2Iti) -Z'
as shown to be identical to Eq. C.5 .
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Appendix D Non-Recoupling Matrix Element in Doorway-Secondary
Doorway Interaction
In this section we derive the coupling matrix element between a
doorway and a secondary doorway in a special case as represented by the
giagram -ST
12)2.
J3T
Thei coupling of the bosons is not changed by the interaction . Two of
the initial bosons just annihilate themselves ; the third boson goes to
the final boson state . We , therefore , call the interaction as the
non-recoupling term or the reference term . The recoupling interactions
are treated in Appendix E .
In the m-scheme , the matrix element corresponding to diagram above
can be carried out to be
42 -4M4 G 5Iv> 5 ( 2 [ D.2 I
where <,ama j-Mi4 vljim1 a,>is the anti-symetrized two-particle matrix element
in the m-scheme . The matrix element is related to the two-particle matrix
element in the J-scheme by
IM4W1 1Sm%33> CZ C~~M4 [ s3 I
where sidfn iii i. ois defined in Eq. 4.12 of section 3-4 .
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In the coupling scheme shown in the diagram , the matrix element
is defined as
($ 3~T IV |( jz2, ()3j4) jS (T > D. 
As a standard transformation from an m-schme to a J-scheme , the matrix
element in the J-scheme is given by [ DE63 ]
L H ZH ~12,31 2 -A & .M54)
"Jj' 14r+%+~'3IL ~i
(~ 3 4+hf1( 6 rs s -956 *j. 4
()1 ~ s me -MS ~ 4 P2 w ) 5 4.
s 3  5 - 5-M S
7 -144~s , 13 s YA (s)-
) C.-TH[][12] [3+ ] [jj S [ i>s] ,js]
214 +s V ji jS -js\ '[ D.5 I
We first take care of the &-functions by setting ( Jm{ ) = ( j5m5 ) and
jm ) = ( j6m) . We also need the following relations to simplify the
above expression ; we have
s 1s / i 1 lS 8g [D. 6
Ms M4 M 5 *.M f. kA~
) =(2~5+) £o6o [D-7 
M -M
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and
10) 2i
2 M3 4 m,-13+ E D.8
The simplified result is
Re ji 1217
[ D.9 ]
The factor [ J ] multiplying the right-hand side is due to the
fact that we have summed independently over M twice in Eq. D.7 ; the
2
expression was devided by a factor of [ J ]
We may simplify Eq. D.9 further , by introducing a 6-j symbol
We have [ED57 I
+ +s + 2 3iz*% *%2M2
it JS =jt 4p 4j isi4 [ D.10J
We first use the property of a 3-i symbol ,
n. M+ ' "2.) [D.nl
in the expression and rearrange it ; we have
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12,34 - [T] -
<32j4~~ lvi iIThS> [ D.12 I
It is interesting to compare this result with
definition of a particle-hole matrix element , i.e.,
<43 J12 1 VL i2 2.*j4±
the following
(23~±I){~4
33
js S
<32 4 jVs vlj 3 IS>
It is readily observed that we can write our result in terms of
hole matrix element as follows
ReL
1 I3+
[ D.1 
a particle-
- ) ) [ D.14 ]
~TJ)
We now may incorporate the isospin variables in our formulation
The result becomes
12,M E- 3 [T]
[ D.15 ]
This is the standard form for our non-recoupling term or the reference
term which can be used to evaluate various interaction diagrams in Appendix
E .
4 IV j2 32.2\ ( ) r 1t
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There are two more non-recoupling interactions . We only list
their diagrams and the contributions for each diagram in the following
First we have
T T
(2 - 'N £~It I ? .-
-TJ L S33+ t3+
Second we have
jat TDtt4tt+T [
[D. 17]
[ D. 16 1
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Appendix E Recoupling Matrix Elements Between Doorway and Secondary
Doorway States
The diagrams corresponding to the interaction between a door-
way and a secondary doorway state contain six re-coupling terms in
addition to the reference term and the non-recoupling terms in Appendix D
These recoupling terms can be transformed to linear combinations of terms
in reference form . We shall show the details of the transformations
by working out the de-coupling and re-coupling of the bosons .
For simplicity , we shall introduce a " diagramatical
representation " for the coupling in boson states and the interaction.
We have a special type of interaction the final state is always a
lp-lh state . We may try to neglect the final state in the new diagram
An arbitary interaction such as the reference term [ Appendix D ] is
represented by a new diagram like
j4[ E.1
where the coupling of the state is apparent . We have attached two dots
to indicate the interaction . the final state IU.'J T> is made up of
the dotted particle j5 and the dotted hole j(. from the bare
boson Ijs ,>. The final state is therefore understood . The dotted
pair in this case is from the same bare boson ; it needs no recoupling
efforts to bring them together . This is the reason we called it a
non-recoupling term -
r- -
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For our reference , restate our result in Appendix C in our new diagram
as y Re Att+ t tcd
ja.e
IT] [73l
On the other hand , if we have the final state composed of a particle and
a hole from different boson states , we have to recouple the bosons in
order to bring the dotted pair together . This type of interactions is
called the boson-recoupling term or simply the recoupling term
There are six recoupling terms . We shall show the details
only in two typical interactions . The result for other terms is only
quoted in the text and this appendix .
First let us consider the case when the particle and the hole
within the two-boson state hi are to be brought together . We have
RW [ E.13
We may proceed the transformation in the following steps
( 1 ) Try to couple the dotted particle and the dotted
hole to an intermediate angular momentum .
We interchange j and j4 in diagram E. 3 and , thus ,
get a phase factor
MUG
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( 2 ) Interchange j2 and j . This involves the
recoupling of four angular momenta . We use the unitary transformation
[ ED57 ]
UT
1 'D12(ji jaj j)1 4 (j~jS(j'-j)jS)j
where the coefficient ((j ji) ji(ja 4))14j j+) jS ) is related to a
9-j symbol as we shall see . Now we have coupled the dotted particle
and the hole to the angular momentum j s
( 3 ) We have to move the dotted pair out of the coupling
of the two-boson state ,j . Here we have to recouple three angular
t
momenta is , is and J56 We use the relation
-s
3-T
;)+ <is a 35 r 1 ;
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where the coefficient ((js s )j i 5 I (5 $56 5 3) is related to
a 6-j symbol . This form is close to the reference term , but we have
to exchange j 2  and j so that the order of the particle-hole state
couplings is identical to that of the reference term . This is the
fourth step
( 4 ) Order the particle-hole states . In this case , we
get only a phase ;
3 S ) ((t) I" ~ ~ + 31) 12. 1-j-)31 j
[ E.7]
We now have the basic diagrams in the standard form . The result can
be readily obtained if the coefficients are determined .
We may now use the following relations for the transformation
coefficients : [ ED57 I
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[ E.8 ]
3r+t IS * +Is 5
((sj> Ia (is jsc,)jt 30 S <'jg3
[ E.9 ]
By substitutions ,we may write the result as follows
2 s+ t i +j56+3
)= , tjl [is) [j1 3 ) [jt1[C
Stjt +js IS j 5( jt
-. 4 13 13t
s js i
j4 [ E.10]
( 5 ) Final step is to set the values of the known quantum
numbers . We may identify the diagram in the final expression with the
reference term . We immediately notice that the matrix element vanishes
unless we have
i t = 0 ois= 0 j = J is
This condition takes care of the summations . The result is simply
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[ E.11 J
where we have also used the relation
- j 4±I 1)[ E.12 ]
We happen to choose the above steps to do the transformation;
the result should be independent of the order of the de-coupling and
re-coupling . Various ways are related by unitary transformations . The
way we show teems to be most straightforward .
The second example is the third recoupling term . We now
consider a more complicated recoupling process , since the dotted parti-
cle and dotted hole are now not all within the two-boson state . We
take
IT
s [ E-133
There are many ways to achieve our result , as noted before . In the
following steps , we state only the result
( 1 ) Recouple jl2 , 34 and j56  to put the dotted pair
within the same intermediate angular momentum j ;
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R@ =l((jtljM)j h
j2- [ E. 14]
(2) Interchange j, and j :
R(3) N1-2 (j34)j %
s [E. 15]
We see that we have reduced our diagram to a form which is identical
to the one we had in the first example . This provides us a short-
cut and write the result as [ we , of course , may go through the
same steps to get the following result ]
I~~aKs)~ t '3t'a
1 (i st. t3 J
( j] j33I O13 t 2s [ js
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Applying the 3 -function conditions for the intermediate
angular momenta , we have
E.17
and the result can be wrtten as
R03) = + 33
{4 13L 134 jjS
j 4
[ E. 18]
We have now reduce the relation to a simple form. The last summation
is only over J . The diagram is independent of js so the sum is
actually only over the geometric factors . We first use the following
relation [ ]
I 2113 6)sSJs s =(--, [ E.19]
and carry out the sum in our result . We have
41i+t + i±+3 43
R 0 =) - -Qf .S33 e j SZ)
[ E.20 ]
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In this result , we have also used the relation :
ZL 3 I. 34 3-3) ~ ~ 2~~~
[E. 21]
For all the transformations P there are isospins going
along with the angular momentum quantum numbers . The transformation
process is identical to the scheme we presented above . We can
incorporate the isospins into the final results in a strightforward
way . We have incorporated them in the text .
